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Abstract: The electro-discharge (ED) drilling of precision boreholes in difficult-to-machine materials,
particularly with respect to the cost-effectiveness of the overall process, is still a challenge. Flushing
is one key factor for the precise machining of boreholes, especially with high aspect ratios. Therefore,
the influence of internal and external flushing geometries for six types of brass tool electrodes
with a diameter of 3 mm with and without a helical groove was analyzed experimentally and
numerically. Using this helical external flushing channel, drilling experiments in X170CrVMo18-3-1
(Elmax Superclean) with an aspect ratio of five revealed a material removal rate (MRR) that was
increased by 112% compared with a rod electrode, increased by 28% for a single-channel tool electrode
and decreased by 8% for a multi-channel tool electrode. Signal analyses complemented these findings
and highlighted correlations between classified discharge event types and the experimental target
parameters. Amongst others, it was verified that the arcing frequency ratio drove the electrode
wear rate and the beneficial frequency ratio correlated with the MRR and the surface roughness Ra.
Sophisticated 3D computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models of the liquid phase were introduced
and evaluated in great detail to demonstrate the validity and further elucidate the effect of the
external flushing channel on the evacuation capability of debris and gas bubbles. The presented
methods and models were found to be suitable for obtaining in-depth knowledge about the flushing
conditions in the ED drilling working gap.

Keywords: EDM; ED drilling; CFD; flushing conditions; tool electrode geometries; signal analysis;
event classification

1. Introduction

Electrical discharge machining (EDM) is an established manufacturing process for
machining metal and electrically conductive ceramic materials. It enables the manufac-
turing of precise holes with high surface quality and small tolerances, independent of the
hardness and strength of the material. However, in addition to the physical limitation of the
minimum electrical conductivity of σ > 0.01 S/cm of the material [1] (p. 3), the production
of high aspect ratios, which refer to the ratio of machining depth dm to hole diameter dh,
is a limiting factor in electro-discharge (ED) drilling [2]. With the decreasing diameter
of the tool electrode, the maximum achievable aspect ratio of the hole and the material
removal rate

.
VW (MRR) decrease and the electrode wear rate

.
VE (EWR) increases [3–5].

This is caused by the deterioration of the process conditions in the working gap between
the electrodes with increasing machining depth since removed particles can no longer be
efficiently evacuated [6,7]. Today, it is generally agreed that the EWR is primarily associated
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with the material properties. However, both the EWR and the MRR result from overlapping
discharge crater geometries and increase with an increased discharge energy We [8]. The
latter is generally influenced by the generator that acts as a source of charge carriers and its
main parameters, which depend on the generator type. More theoretically, at the micro
level, the system of tool and workpiece electrode and dielectric fluid can be interpreted
as a capacitor. Its energy depends on the capacity and voltage applied, resulting in an
electric field strength that influences the energy density in a quadratic manner or the surface
charge density in a linear manner, respectively [9]. This is why one can say that the process
target parameters of MRR and EWR are directly connected to the process parameters of
open-circuit voltage ûi and discharge capacity Ce by means of the surface charge density
σS. Other process parameters, such as the charge current iL and the pulse duration ti or
the pulse interval time t0, instead affect the charging process of the capacitor or the time
interval available for flushing. Apart from the electrical parameters and the charge carrier
source, the dielectric itself also contributes to increasing the energy density by constricting
the discharge channel [10].

The flushing conditions therefore play a decisive role, but in practice are often un-
derrated regarding improved process stability and the removal of debris particles, and
hence, an increased MRR and a decreased machining time and EWR. The dielectric can
be supplied or removed either by positive or negative pressure in one or more flushing
channels of the tool or workpiece electrode or by lateral flushing from the outside by means
of an articulated hose. Flushing holes in the tool or workpiece electrode allow for direct
flushing of the discharge area between the electrodes. Amongst others, UHLMANN ET AL.
gave an overview of different flushing approaches, like the inverted pressure flushing, an
external automated flushing unit, a multi-fluidic spindle, oscillating tool electrode segments
and alternative dielectric fluids, as well as a first introduction of the tool electrodes with
external flushing channels discussed in detail in the present work [11]. Rod and tube
electrodes as single- or multi-channel electrodes are predominantly used in ED drilling.
However, previous studies mainly focused on drastically simplified numerical models and
single aspects of the flushing conditions. Generally, improvement of the material removal
characteristics can be observed when as little dielectric as possible flows in the working
gap. However, if the volume flow rate is too low, the material removal process comes to a
standstill because removal products are no longer removed from the gap [10] (p. 42).

The aim of this study was to comprehensively investigate the influence of flushing
conditions during ED drilling using tool electrodes with different internal and external
geometries, as well as their interactions. The authors intended to address the research ques-
tion of whether the improvements in process target parameters accomplished by several
authors are actually due to the provision of additional space for the evacuation of debris
and gas bubbles in the form of external flushing channels and what impact superimposed
active flushing has. In comparison with the literature on similar topics, active flushing is
not only considered but also given a special focus, as it promises further process improve-
ments. Also, sophisticated transient numerical calculations are presented that go beyond
steady-state results. From a numerical point of view, no holistically generated insights
are available. Existing publications on this topic by the same authors will be considerably
extended by much more detailed explanations of the numerical modeling approaches, with
the objective of enabling accurate comprehensibility and reproducibility, as well as by a
considerably improved and more elaborate discussion of the signal analyses [11–14]. The
fluid mechanical phenomena in the working gap, the effects on the process target param-
eters and the process stability with increasing machining depth were analyzed. Figure 1
illustrates the overall investigation approach to maintain the process stability at high aspect
ratios due to improved flushing conditions.
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Figure 1. Overall approach of improving the flushing conditions by use of tool electrodes with
external flushing channels.

Following a state-of-the-art discussion in Section 2 and a detailed description of the
materials and methods in Section 3, this paper presents the processing results of the ED
drilling in Section 4.1, as well as corresponding numerical results of the fluid flow field for
novel tool electrode geometries based on the standard tool rod (R), single-channel (1C) and
multi-channel (4C) electrodes without and with a helical external flushing channel (prefix
H, i.e., HR, H1C and H4C). In this way, commonly used tool electrode types, like 1C and 4C,
can serve as references. In Section 4.2, a generic, numerical computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) model created with ANSYS Fluent 2020R1 from ANSYS INC., Canonsburg, PA, USA,
with sufficient complexity was used to compare different meshing techniques and to find
the trade-off between the mesh resolution and the accuracy of the solution. A complex
3D CFD model was developed on the basis of these findings to enable detailed numerical
investigations of the fluid flow within the working gap in general and an evaluation of
the external flushing channel’s influence on the flow field in particular in Section 4.3.
This was done for all six types of tool electrodes with and without internal and external
flushing channels, respectively. In addition, signal analyses of the gap voltage u and
current i are used for evaluation in Section 4.4, utilizing a signal analysis system combining
sophisticated measurement hardware and a Raspberry Pi 4 single-board computer from
the RASPBERRY PI FOUNDATION, Cambridge, UK [15]. Performance-enhancing algorithms
for the event classification using vector calculations, multithreading and multiprocessing
techniques enabled a substantial reduction in the runtime and are also presented. Finally,
the Supplementary Materials not only contain detailed experimental and numerical data of
this work but also additional flow visualizations in the form of transient multi-phase CFD
simulation animations.

2. State of the Art

An intuitive approach to avoid destabilization of the process conditions is the use
of partially electrically insulated tool electrodes applying coatings or oxidation to drill
holes with high aspect ratios. This, however, implies persisting challenges regarding
delamination and fracturing of the insulation layers, as well as a loss of strength or devia-
tions in straightness [11] (p. 628) and [16,17]. Nevertheless, FERRARIS ET AL. improved
the shape quality and the achievable aspect ratio by 30% to a maximum of A = 126 in
micro-ED drilling [17]. Major improvements of the process characteristics or at least main-
taining decent process stability while increasing the aspect ratio are prevalently assured by
influencing the flushing conditions.

TAKEUCHI AND KUNIEDA verified relations between an analytically obtained de-
bris concentration and the measured frontal working gap width sF under given working
conditions and for different volume flow rates. They found that the frontal working gap
width sF is reduced by an increasing volume flow rate but increases with increasing debris
concentration in the gap. However, the authors also state that these findings might differ
for other discharge energies We or frontal areas Ae of the tool electrodes since both affect
the probability of discharges or particle size. Nevertheless, universally it was found that
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electrophoresis plays a neglectable role, and the average velocities c of the dielectric and
the debris particles are the same [18,19].

KLIUEV ET AL. supplemented contradictory works by YILMAZ AND OKKA and
BOZDANA AND ULUTAS by investigating the use of multi-channel tool electrodes and stated
that the flushing efficiency is dependent on the tool electrode length and geometry, the
machining depth and the flushing pressure [20–22]. KLIUEV ET AL. also used experimental
and numerical calculations of the volume flow rates and the flow field for comparative
purposes. They concluded that single-channel tool electrodes provide the best flushing
efficiency and also reduce the recast layer thickness, which is important in ED drilling
applications in aerospace [20].

Beyond internal geometries, other authors investigated external geometric modifi-
cations of tool electrodes in ED drilling, like D-shaped or elliptic tool electrodes [23,24],
rotating graphite tool electrodes with eight different cross sections [25], a stirrer-shaped tool
electrode [26], internal or external inclined pathways through rod tool electrodes [27–29], ec-
centric micro-slots in tool electrode tips [30], a rectangular tool electrode cross-section [31],
or radially arranged straight and helical slots [7,32–35]. YADAV ET AL., NASTASI AND

KOSHY, and NATSU ET AL. compared straight-slotted and helical external flushing chan-
nels with cylindrical or rod tool electrodes in near-dry or conventional ED drilling, and all
achieved improvements in the process target parameters but with different rankings of the
tool electrodes. In the case without active flushing, single deep-slot or multi-slot tool elec-
trodes performed better than helical external geometries, which in turn were better than the
standard rods [7], whereas the performance ranking was different with active flushing of a
glycerin-air mist [33]. In micro-ED drilling using deionized water, all geometrical adaptions
led to an improvement by a factor of 2.8 in terms of the achievable depth [34]. The process
improvements observed in all these works were mainly attributed to the additional space
as a result of the geometric modifications, as well as the evacuation of gas bubbles and
debris directly along the modified geometry features reducing the hydrodynamic resistance
of the working gap and, therefore, increasing the volume flow rate [36].

Tools with external helical geometries in general are almost without exception used
in conventional drilling or milling, e.g., twist drill geometries or axial slots for chip flow.
In the field of EDM, however, only a few works dedicated to the use of helical external
geometries exist so far [2,7,27,33,37–39]. In addition, the so-called helical electrodes have
found their way into research on electrochemical machining (ECM) [40–43], as well as
hybrid processes [44,45]. All of these research activities followed the objective of providing
additional space in the lateral working gap for the evacuation of debris and gas bubbles with
the aid of the external flushing channels. Actually, the use of tool electrodes with external
flushing channels, especially with external helical geometries, shows great potential for
improving the flushing conditions in ED drilling [12]. PLAZA ET AL. conducted an
experimental study with helical electrodes for machining the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V. They
investigated the influence of helix geometries on the evacuation of particles removed in
the case of micro-bores with high aspect ratios. Using a rotational speed of n = 40 min−1,
they were able to confirm that helical grooves help to improve the flushing conditions.
The optimal combination of pitch and groove depth led to a reduction in the machining
time of 37% compared with conventional rod electrodes. However, process instabilities
occurred above the aspect ratio of A = 5.6. Tip regenerations following the primary hole
helped to compensate for the loss of helix geometry at the tip of the tool electrode due to
wear and to increase the achievable aspect ratio by 60% [2]. NASTASI AND KOSHY used
external flushing channels to improve the removal of particles during the machining of the
aluminum alloy 6061. They optimized the geometries of the flushing channels of copper
tool electrodes with outer diameters of do = 15.8 mm. With a single, deep groove, they were
able to achieve a 300% higher MRR compared with conventional rod electrodes and a 38%
higher MRR compared with the equal-area quadruple-grooved tool electrode. Numerical
simulations showed that for helical electrodes, the evacuation and supply of fluid occur
through the helical groove and the lateral working gap separately, while for axially grooved
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electrodes, both the evacuation and the supply of fluid occur within the vertical groove [7].
WANG ET AL. investigated the use of tool electrodes with outer diameters of do = 0.07 mm
with axial and double helical grooves in the area of micro-ED drilling in steel 1.0503. They
observed slightly reduced hole diameters and increased process stability with the double
helix electrode. Applying a rotational speed of n = 300 min−1, the maximum aspect ratio
achieved with the double helix was A = 13, which was about 30% higher than that of
the bore produced with the axially grooved tool electrode. The numerical investigations
showed that the fluid undergoes vertical convection movements within the helices and
has opposite inflow or outflow areas in the case of helical electrodes, while the vertical
fluid movement is absent with axially grooved electrodes [37]. WANG ET AL. used helical
electrodes with increased rotational speeds of 1000 min−1 ≤ n≤ 8000 min−1 to machine the
titanium alloy Ti6Al4V. Increasing the rotational speed resulted in an increase in the MRR
by 75% to 95% depending on the direction of rotation and reductions in the EWR by at least
60% and taper or hole conicity α by up to 50% [38]. KUMAR AND SINGH also confirmed
the advantages of helical electrodes in the same material. Amongst others, a groove or
flute angle of αg = 60◦ led to the helix-induced evacuation of the particles removed in
such a way that according to the authors, active flushing can be omitted. With multiple
grooved electrodes, it was possible to increase the maximum aspect ratio by 300% [27].
HU ET AL. conducted very similar but more in-depth studies than UHLMANN ET AL., and
like the works discussed so far, they did not apply active flushing. Both author groups
found a groove or flute angle of αg = 60◦ to be optimal in intervals of 30◦ ≤ αg ≤ 75◦ or
15◦ ≤ αg ≤ 60◦, respectively [12,39]. HU ET AL. stated that in most cases, the larger groove
width and groove depth allow for higher machining speeds and lower EWR while avoiding
severe bore shape and surface defects. However, basic numerical simulations using a rather
simple mesh without dissolving the boundary layer and no further information about the
model or software used led to the conclusion that the dielectric is sucked into the helical
groove at the bottom of the bore and moves upward in a spiral path [39]. UHLMANN ET AL.,
however, more generally pointed out that minimum groove depths dg ≥ 0.3 mm and
groove angles αg ≥ 45◦ are needed for tool electrodes with an outer diameter of do = 3 mm
to improve the ED drilling process. Similar to PLAZA ET AL., this is explained by a loss
of the helical geometry at the tool electrode tips but, furthermore, with the possibility
of clogging of the groove geometry with removed and re-solidified tool and workpiece
material [13] (p. 17). Using rod tool electrodes, with the deepest groove of dg = 1.0 mm,
they reduced the machining time by 39% in MAR-M247 or by 64% in X170CrVMo18-3-1
with a groove depth of dg = 0.5 mm [11–13].

Tool electrodes with external flushing channels were also successfully used in ECM,
where electrolysis was used as the fundamental working principle [10]. The renewal of the
electrolyte is critical for improving the process stability and dissolution rate and reducing
form defects at high aspect ratios [43]. Increasing the rotational speed of the rotating
helical tool electrode had a reducing effect on the working gap in both electrochemical
micro-drilling [12] and electrochemical contouring, allowing for precise manufacturing of
gap contours in quartz glass with an aspect ratio of A = 6.8 [43] and complex structures
in steel 1.4301 [42]. Studies by TSUI ET AL. showed that the use of helical electrodes
resulted in a significant reduction in the hole conicity by 42.4% compared with conventional
cylindrical electrodes [40]. HUNG ET AL. were able to achieve a significant reduction in
the hole diameter by 45.6% using helical tool electrodes with insulating layers of epoxy
and ceramic [41]. Supposedly as the first, HUNG ET AL. specifically investigated the
influence of helical external geometries on the process target parameters of a material
removal process, in this case, a hybrid process of ED drilling and ultrasonic-assisted ED
sinking. Using specially manufactured helical tungsten carbide tool electrodes, they were
able to manufacture holes with a maximum aspect ratio of A = 10, achieving a reduction in
machining time, working gap and roughness characteristics [44].

The literature focuses on manufacturing aspects when using helical tool electrodes, but
usually excludes detailed considerations of the fluid mechanical processes in the working
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gap. On the other hand, the numerical fluid simulations performed are mostly single-phase
and steady-state. HINDUJA AND KUNIEDA gave a major and in-depth overview of the
phenomena and several corresponding models to simulate these different phenomena
occurring during EDM but also ECM, and they introduced a generalized model for EDM
processes [46].

Generally, numerical simulations, especially fluid mechanical analyses using CFD,
have contributed to improving the understanding of the phenomena in the working gap.
The increased possibilities in terms of available hardware and modeling approaches have
made a decisive contribution to this. The extremely fast physical processes in the working
gap, the severely limited optical accessibility due to the very small dimensions, and chal-
lenges with flow visualization make CFD an indispensable tool and is especially helpful
for the investigation of multi-phase interactions, as well as for compressible phenomena,
like in the case of dry-ED milling or drilling [44,47,48].

While in the beginning, in-house codes or the first CFD software, like Star-CD from
CD ADAPCO GROUP, Melville, NY, USA, were used [6,49], today only a few authors do this,
e.g., in order to exploit the potentials of fully resolved particle simulations that accurately
resolve all relevant fluid scales and the fluid flow around each debris particle [50,51]. Today,
only the use of so-called supercomputers allows for the fully resolved simulation of the
two-phase flow of particles and fluid, e.g., as performed by BRITO GADESCHI ET AL. [51]
based on the method by SCHNEIDERS ET AL. [52], or even three-phase flow including gas
bubbles. Various authors analyzed the flushing conditions during ED processes using
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approaches within commercial software, such
as CFX [7,38,48,53,54] or Fluent [37,40,55–61], both by ANSYS, INC., Canonsburg, PA, USA,
but also COMSOL Multiphysics by COMSOL, INC., Burlington, VT, USA [35,62–65], or
STAR-CCM+ by SIEMENS INDUSTRY SOFTWARE INC., Plano, TX, USA [66]. The degrees of
complexity of the RANS modeling approaches are equally crucial but quite different in the
existing works. Detailed information on the boundary conditions, meshing or models used
can be found in a minority of works. It can be assumed that many numerical analyses are
greatly simplified calculations, e.g., by neglecting a resolution of the wall boundary layer
by so-called inflation layers.

For the purpose of closing the gap between the averaged results from ED drilling
experiments and insights into the fluid mechanic processes within the working gap using
sophisticated CFD simulations, the analysis of voltage and current signals over the entire
machining depth of a borehole is a well-established method. Experimentally validated
CFD models allow researchers to match directions or absolute values of physical properties,
like the velocity, the fluid flow or turbulence characteristics, from the local or global
flow field with process target parameters, which are typically single, averaged values
representing a specific case based on three experiments for statistical validation. These
kinds of process target parameters, like the MRR or EWR, are strongly affected by the
type of appearing discharges [67]. In addition to the process-averaged quantities, signal
analyses possess a temporal component since measurements, and thus, event classifications
are possible over the entire machining depth or parts of it. This allows for online control, as
well as global and time-dependent evaluations of the process stability to be made [67,68].
DAUW ET AL. already developed a pulse discriminator, not just for the basic four pulse
type classification of normal sparks, short circuits, arcs and open circuits but also for
the subdivision of fifteen pulse types, e.g., ignition-delay-free discharges or less effective
normal spark discharges [67]. Other authors used thresholds [15,69–74], discharge-energy-
based approaches [68,75] or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) for real-time signal
processing [76,77]. NIRALA AND SAHA observed the distribution of energy in micro-ED
drilling while studying online responses, such as the pulse frequency and the pulse type
density, as well as offline responses, such as the MRR or volume removal per discharge.
They defined the share of effective discharges in the removal as the discharge energy
and state where the effective discharges have 50% of the discharge energy of the normal
discharges. Therefore, they defined the number of effective discharges as the number
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of normals plus half of the number of effectives and noted that the number of effective
discharges increases, whereas the number of normals decreases with the drilling depth [69]
(p. 11). The evaluation of the process stability is determined by the decrease in volume
per discharge over the drilling depth [69] (p. 15). YEO ET AL. applied a similar approach,
also for micro-EDM signals based on RC generators, but used the fixed pulse cycle time as
one discrimination parameter and counted the number of current peaks in it to distinguish
between short circuits and groups of arcs. The comparison of the peak current enabled
them to detect normal and delayed discharges [73]. CHU ET AL. used FPGA logical circuits
with adjustable thresholds for the discrimination of normal, short-circuit and open-circuit
pulses, and finally improved the machining efficiency and the feed rate stability in wire
EDM [78]. The same authors later used this classification method to evaluate the discharge
statistics during the visual observation of ED drilling on an inclined surface [79]. Amongst
others, SCHNEIDER investigated the energy input in the continuous erosion process and,
therefore, also applied an FPGA-based real-time signal processing that was originally
developed by SCHWADE and later evolved for the realization of online process monitoring
by KÜPPER ET AL. [76,77,80,81].

3. Materials and Methods

The materials and methods used to accomplish the results presented in Section 4
are deliberately described in great detail in the following. In particular, the descriptions
of numerical models often lack information and are not well or not at all suited to be
fully understood, adapted, or replicated by other researchers or research groups. These
numerical models are mostly regarded as tools for obtaining evaluable numerical results
without clearly demonstrating their validity and origins, although sophisticated numerical
models themselves should be considered as results of development processes. In particular,
Sections 3.2–3.4 are intended to go beyond the content of other literature to facilitate repli-
cation and allow others to build on these methods as part of the results. This is especially
the case, as the numerical models presented here enqueue in a history of experimentally
validated CFD modeling ([11,47], [48] (pp. 16–17)).

3.1. Experimental Setup for ED Drilling

For the purpose of machining blind holes to a machining depth of dm = 15 mm
and with a process-dependent hole diameter of dh > 3 mm, the die-sinking machine tool
AGIETRON compact 1 from GF MACHINING SOLUTIONS, Losone, Switzerland, was used,
offering a generator that is capable of generating both transistor and resistance–capacitance
(RC)-type pulses (Figure 2). The process parameters given in Table 1 were selected based
on preliminary experiments with capacitor discharges. The latter generally not only allows
for very low discharge energies We ≤ 0.1 µJ in micro-EDM but also enables levels of the
discharge current ie that exceed those of static discharges on the same machine tool. The
spindle that enabled rotation was the Jet Injektion-H.S.2000 from SCHLEINKOFER GMBH,
Rödermark, Germany, allowing for a rotational speed 0 min−1 ≤ n ≤ 2000 min−1 with an
age-related run-out error of er ≤ 0.016 mm.

Following Equation (1), the selected parameters led to high theoretical discharge
energies of We ≤ 21.4 mJ and adverse process conditions in the form of a high particle
load in the working gap due to the short pulse interval time t0 = 2.4 µs and high discharge
currents ie < 125 A. This helps to emphasize the effects of the lateral working gap that
might result from improved flushing conditions.

We = 0.5 × Ce × ûi
2 (1)
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Table 1. Process parameters used for the experiments.

Parameter Unit Value

Rotational speed n min−1 400.00
Flushing pressure pf MPa 2.00

Polarity of tool electrode - Negative
Open circuit voltage ûi V 180.00

Charge current iL A 4.00
Discharge capacity Ce µF 1.32

Pulse duration ti µs 18.00
Pulse interval time t0 µs 2.40

Resulting discharge current ie A <125.00
Compression - 40.00

Gain - 15.00

Brass tool electrodes in the form of rod, single-channel and multi-channel electrodes
manufactured by EDM-DEUTSCHLAND, Kahl am Main, Germany, were used as tool
electrodes for the ED drilling process. In addition to these, tool electrodes with helical
external flushing channels were prepared with a groove angle of αg = 60◦ and a groove
depth of dg = 0.5 mm using an automatic CNC lathe Cincom B12E by CITIZEN MACHINERY

EUROPE GMBH, Esslingen, Germany [12]. Figure 3 visualizes the tool electrode variants
that were manufactured and their geometrical specifications, as well as a comparison of
the flushing conditions with the established internal flushing and an additional external
flushing channel in the form of schematic diagrams.

All tool electrodes had a nominal outer diameter of do = 3 mm and a length of
le = 60 mm, resulting in a total of six different tool electrodes that were analyzed with three
experiments each in a workpiece made of the powder-metallurgy-based high-performance
steel web from UDDEHOLMS AB, Hagfors, Sweden. In cases of internal flushing, the
dielectric IME63 from OELHELD GMBH, Stuttgart, Germany, was supplied with an average
flushing pressure pf = 2 MPa. The combination of this relatively high flushing pressure pf
and internal flushing cross-sections of Af,1C = 1.07 mm2 for the 1C type and Af,4C = 0.74 mm2

for the 4C type led to volume flow rates
.

V1C = 0.69 L/min and
.

V4C = 0.58 L/min. With a
displacement volume of VHP = 0.0092 L for one double stroke, these flow rates could hardly
be supplied by the M22 DVE double-acting high-pressure piston pump from MAXIMATOR

GMBH, Nordhausen, Germany, in a constant manner. This was why the double stroke led
to flushing pressure fluctuations in the range pf = 1.6 MPa to pf = 2.2 MPa.
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Figure 3. Tool electrodes used for the ED drilling experiments: (a) without external flushing channel;
(b) with external flushing channel; (c) schematic of conventional flushing with internal flushing;
(d) schematic of flushing with additional external flushing channel.

3.2. Geometry Determination for Sophisticated 3D CFD Model

Then, in order to accurately simulate the internal and external flushing process, it
was obligatory to determine the final tool and workpiece geometries subsequent to the
ED drilling experiments. By cutting the bores in half using wire EDM and measuring the
contour polygons of the bores and the associated tool electrodes using an InfiniteFocus
G4 digital microscope from ALICONA IMAGING GMBH, Raaba, Austria, it was possible to
design a digital representation of the tool and workpiece geometries and, therefore, gain
the geometric boundary conditions after the ED drilling experiments for the six types of
tool electrodes defined in Figure 3a,b. Figure 4 visualizes this sequence of the geometry
determination. In Figure 4c, the sliding mesh approach, which split the working gap in two,
is shown and is explained in the following section.
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Figure 4. Sequence of geometry determination, which was exemplary for the H4C tool electrode
as a multi-channel tool electrode with helical external flushing channel: (a) images obtained using
digital microscope, including measurement lines (green); (b) contour polygons of bore and associated
tool electrode; (c) 3D fluid domain in ANSYS SpaceClaim 2022R2 with details from sectional views;
(d) design of the helical groove in top view. Table S1 contains all original data.
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3.3. Generic Numerical Model and Approaches for Rotating Asymmetric Domains

Preliminary investigations focused on determining suitable meshing approaches, as
well as a trade-off between the accuracy of the solution and the resolution of the wall
boundary layer. For this purpose, as discussed in Section 4.2, the number of inflation
layers nIL and the height of the first layer h1L were studied and three methods to model the
rotating fluid domain, namely, counter-rotating wall (CRW), sliding mesh (SM) and overset
mesh (OM), were compared. This section introduces these three meshing approaches, gives
the theoretical background and motivates the settings. From here on, specific software or
numeric-related terms are written in italics to clarify and highlight related terminology.
Figure 5 shows the basic generic model that was used for the mesh analyses, as well as the
three generic models derived from it to model the rotation of the asymmetric tool electrode
geometry. It can be seen that the latter three encompassed a straight slot that worked as
a simplified groove with a groove length lg = 8 mm, a groove depth dg = 0.5 mm and a
groove width of wg = 0.5 mm. All four models shared the same geometrical specifications,
which included an outer diameter do = 3 mm and a length le = 12 mm of the tool electrode,
an inner diameter di = 1 mm and a hole diameter dh = 3.2 mm, resulting in a working gap
width s = 0.1 mm and a machining depth dm = 6 mm, giving an aspect ratio A = 2, as well
as physical boundary conditions, namely, a rotational speed n = 500 min−1 and a flushing
pressure pf = 2 MPa. All radii were to R1 = 0.1 mm, except the bottom radius inside the
borehole, which was R2 = 0.2 mm.

With the help of the generic model given in Figure 5a, relevant mesh parameters of
the inflation layer at the walls were varied with the objective of correctly resolving the wall
boundary layer. Across a discrete span, the distances of the wall parallel prism cells were
steadily increased in the normal direction to the wall to resolve the usually high gradients
of any fluid mechanic property. The most important example is the velocity |c|, which is
|c| = 0 m/s at any wall with a no-slip boundary condition. Regions that are outside of the
wall’s influence are meshed with selected cell types, like ted-, hex- or polyelements.

In addition, the global mesh was divided into three cell zones with the option share
topology in ANSYS SpaceClaim for the basic model in Figure 5a. These cell zones were linked
with each other at their contact areas, which acted as interfaces, as they were set to internal. In
this way, the generation of conformal meshes in ANSYS Fluent with individual element sizes
for each cell zone was possible, increasing the control over the mesh resolution at relevant
locations, like the working gap. The theory of wall boundary layers uses dimensionless
parameters, like the dimensionless wall distance y+ and the dimensionless velocity u+, to
describe fluid mechanical quantities; see Equations (2)–(4):

y+ =
y× uτ

ν
, (2)

u+ =
uw

uτ
(3)

uτ =

√
τw

$
(4)

with y being the coordinate normal to the wall, ν the kinematic viscosity, $ the density, uw
the average wall-parallel velocity and uτ the friction velocity as the characteristic velocity
for turbulent flows with given shear stress τw. This notation arises from the examination
of the Couette flow, whose velocity distribution is of a universal character, especially for
large Reynolds numbers, and results in the logarithmic law of the wall [82]. The velocity
distribution u+(y+) is divided in the three regions viscous sublayer for y+ < 5 with the
approximation u+ = y+, the buffer layer for 5 < y+ < 70, and the log law region for y+ > 70
with u+ = 1/κ × ln y+ + C+, κ = 0.41 and C+ = 5.0 [82]. The influence of the dynamic
viscosity µ is dominant in the viscous sublayer but drastically decreases toward the log
law region, which is nearly fully turbulent. The aforementioned wall functions are usually
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applied with turbulence models, like the k-ε turbulence model, on meshes with distances of
y+ ≥ 30 to the cell closest to the wall. This is only acceptable for cases where the turbulence
production k and the dissipation ε are in balance but not for cases with strongly three-
dimensional flow structure; tangential upstream oriented pressure gradients; or missing far
away flow, like in the case of narrow gaps [83]. As a solution, low-Re turbulence models
help to describe the transition from the fully turbulent core flow to the boundary layer
by introducing damping functions to correct the turbulence production k and dissipation
ε. Unfortunately, this advantage comes with the necessity of a higher mesh resolution
and increased numerical effort, which results from the recommendation of applying a
dimensionless wall distance in the order of y+ = 1 for the cell closest to the wall [83]. This
is why, in common cases of free external flows, like the flow around airfoils, the viscous
sublayer and the buffer layer of the boundary layer are to be resolved with several inflation
layers nIL ≥ 10 [83,84].
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The enhanced wall treatment method within ANSYS Fluent is a direct consequence
and combines a classical two-layer model with enhanced wall functions to determine the
dissipation ε and the turbulent viscosity µt. Therefore, the whole fluid domain is divided
into a fully turbulent and a viscous region, which are delimited by a characteristic Reynolds
number Rey:

Rey =
$× y×

√
k

µ
, (5)

where y is the wall-normal distance to the respective cell centers. In fully turbulent regions
with Rey ≥ 200, the standard k-ε turbulence model is used, whereas in the viscous layer, the
turbulent viscosity µt is derived with a turbulent length scale lµ. A blend function is then
used to determine the turbulent viscosity µt as a function of the characteristic Reynolds
number Rey [84]. For the sake of completeness, it should be noted that a y+-insensitive wall
treatment is used by default in the case of turbulence models based on the ω-equation for
the specific rate of dissipationω.

As a result of these considerations, the number of inflation layers nIL and the height of
the first layer h1L were varied according to Table 2. First, the number of inflation layers nIL
was analyzed with a fixed height of the first layer h1L = 2.0 µm regarding the axial velocity
profiles and an inspection of the mesh elements, which were colored with the corresponding
values of the wall-parallel velocity. Afterward, the most appropriate number of inflation
layers nIL was used to vary the height of the first layer h1L and analyze it accordingly.

Table 2. Relevant parameters of the boundary layer that were varied.

Parameter Unit Values

Number of inflation layers nIL - 3 6 9
Height of the first layer h1L µm 0.1 0.5 1.0 2.0

As mentioned before, the recommendation of applying a dimensionless wall distance
in the order of y+ = 1 comes with increased numerical effort. For transient calculations,
this also may result in a very small time step ∆t. Additional objectives for the inflation layer
analyses were as follows:

1. NV = 5 volume cells between opposite inflation layers across a gap, amongst others,
was a necessary condition for the overset mesh approach;

2. The inflation layer volume fraction amounted to about 50% of the working gap;
3. The total number of cells NC needed to be as low as possible to enable a transfer of

the meshing parameters to the even bigger mesh of the full numerical model;
4. The dimensionless wall distance of the first cell should be in the order of y+ = 1.

For all these numerical calculations, a global mesh using poly-hexcore elements, two
peel layers, a transition ratio between the last inflation layer cell and the first volume cell of
TR = 0.4, and an inflation gap factor of IGF = 1 were applied and the option keep layer height
was activated. The inflation gap factor ensured that the cells between both inflation layers and
the inner volume cells had the same volume ratio as the inflation layers on both sides. The
pressure-based SIMPLE solver was selected for the sequential pressure–velocity coupling, as it
is recommended for steady-state incompressible flows. The PISO solver should be used
for transient calculations, especially with skewed meshes. A coupled scheme includes the
advantages of robust and efficient solutions of steady-state flows and the use of a large
time step ∆t, in conjunction with meshes of low quality for transient calculations [85]. To
study the mesh, in addition to the standard SIMPLE algorithm, a first-order upwind method
was used to discretize the momentum equation, and the warped-face gradient correction
was activated to improve the accuracy of the gradient. The latter is recommended for
three-dimensional simulations on poly-hexcore meshes, as these do not have perfectly planar
faces [85].
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The counter-rotating wall (CRW) approach shown in Figure 5b is the simplest way to
model the rotation of the asymmetric tool electrode geometry. This approach works based
on the assumption of a change in the reference position, originating from the stationary
workpiece to the rotating tool electrode. As seen from this moving reference point, the
tool electrode is at rest and the wall of the workpiece electrode moves in the direction
opposite to the actual direction of rotation. The volume forces on the fluid are generated by
the rotation of the whole fluid domain or cell zone respectively by applying frame motion
on the cell zone ‘gap’ with a rotational speed of n = 500 min−1 (see Figure 5). The walls
of the ‘electrode’ are walls moving relative to an adjacent cell zone, whereas the walls of the
‘borehole’ are absolute moving walls, both with a rotational speed of n = 0 min−1. The
difference between these definitions becomes apparent when the proximity to a stationary
or rotating cell zone is considered. The aforementioned relative specification implies a resting
wall in the moving reference frame and, at the same time, a moving wall in the absolute
reference frame. The absolute specification means that the wall rests in the absolute reference
frame and moves in the opposite direction in the moving reference frame. Frame motion only
allows for capturing steady-state flow phenomena within the CRW approach. The steady-
state solution is reached after a number of iterations of nI = 1000 iterations. A transient
calculation would need a mesh motion or dynamic mesh approach instead and a respective
interface to the stationary domain. This is exactly what a sliding mesh offers.

The sliding mesh (SM) approach, as shown in Figure 5c, allows for calculating even
transient behavior of at least two cell zones that move relative to each other. In other words,
during the simulation, one cell zone slides along the connecting surface within a discrete
time step ∆t. The former cell zone ‘gap’ is now split into a moving cell zone ‘gap tool electrode’
and a stationary cell zone ‘gap borehole’, which are connected via a mesh interface with the
option matching, which tries to match the element nodes on both sides of the interface to
reduce the oscillations of the solution. A reason for this might lie in the interpolation of
the mass flow from the interface to the sliding surfaces that might locally influence the
mass balance. The meshes of the rotating and stationary parts are created separately and
brought back together inside the setup of ANSYS Fluent 2020R1 via append case. The
interface boundary conditions of both sides will be merged and interpreted again as internal.
The PISO solver is used because, in the long run, multiple rotations of the tool electrode are
supposed to be considered, and hence, a bigger time step ∆t is needed but also supported
by that algorithm. When using frame motion for the rotating cell zones during the steady-state
calculation, a number of iterations of nI = 1000 was again computed for comparability
reasons. This solution acts as the initial solution or flow field for the transient calculation,
now using mesh motion. Bounded second-order implicit was selected for the time integration
since this allowed for improved accuracy and stability compared with the standard settings
by maintaining limits regarding the time discretization of the variables [85]. The transient
calculation was performed with a fixed time step of ∆t = 0.0015 s, which corresponded to an
incremental angle passed of β = 4.5◦ as the result of the rotational speed of n = 500 min−1.
In the center of the working gap in the tangential direction, this equaled a swept arc with
an arc length of about la = 0.12 mm. By specifying the number of time steps n∆t = 160 and
the number of iterations nI/∆t = 20 per time step ∆t, a maximum of nI = 3200 iterations
were calculated. During this period, the tool electrode performed two full rotations.

The overset mesh (OM) approach has the advantage of allowing for arbitrary move-
ments of the component meshes on the background mesh and, therefore, translation movements
of the tool electrode are possible. This is visualized in Figure 5c and involves additional
boundary conditions. The background and component geometries have to be designed and
meshed independently. Merging of those overset regions happens during the initialization of
the flow field within the setup and is not only highly complex and numerically expensive
but also subject to numerous and strict requirements [85]:

• Component meshes of an overset interface may overlap arbitrarily, allowing them to be
combined into a complex object, provided that physical boundary conditions, such as
walls, an inlet or an outlet, do not intersect;
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• However, component and background meshes can be placed in such a way that the
physical boundary conditions lie on top of each other, and thus, e.g., wall boundary
conditions can be coincident with each other;

• Overset boundary conditions, on the other hand, can intersect other overset boundary
conditions, as well as physical boundary conditions;

• The calculation has to be performed with double precision;
• The time step selection for dynamic meshes must be based on the relative mesh motion

per time step ∆t, which should be below the smallest volume cell size lc of the overset
interface.

The merging process includes the following steps (see Figure 6) [85]:

1. Hole cutting: The process of marking mesh elements as dead cells that are outside
of the fluid domain of interest, e.g., on the inside of bodies. Excessive overlap of
component meshes and the background mesh is numerically inefficient. The transition of
both meshes ideally occurs in areas with similar resolution. Large deviations between
the overlapping meshes influence the interpolation, and thus, impair the quality of
the solution.

2. Overlap minimization: The process of converting solve cells to receptor cells, as well as
unnecessary receptor cells in dead cells, between component meshes and the background
mesh. A solve cell is converted into a receptor cell if a suitable donor cell with a higher
donor quality can be found for this cell. The specification of a donor priority method
influences this cell replacement procedure depending on the local mesh resolution.

3. Donor search: A solve cell containing the centroid of a receptor cell of the overlapping
mesh is used together with the adjacent solve cells as a donor for the selected receptor.
Within the search, each receptor cell must be associated with at least one eligible donor
or solve cell. Four or more cells must be present in the overlap zone of both meshes
to ensure a successful donor search. Orphan cells are generated during initialization
wherever this routine fails.

The avoidance of orphan cells is the major challenge when using the OM approach
because even fairly simple geometry configurations involve numerous potentially problem-
atic combinations and overlaps of boundary conditions and components, especially with
additional use of the bodies of influence meshing method or other auxiliary bodies.
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Figure 6. Overlapping of two meshes to form an overset interface: (a) invalid overlap creating orphan
cells; (b) valid overlap with sufficient cells in the overlap zone [85].

The specific third requirement for the donor search motivates the first objective concern-
ing the inflation layer analyses below Table 2. The OM approach was already introduced
for CFD simulations in the field of ED drilling without internal flushing, also providing
detailed visual insights into modeling, meshing and merging [14]. In addition, Figure 7a
shows the overset mesh for the present case with internal flushing, which was generated
with the procedure described above and on the basis of Figure 5d. The working gap was
successfully resolved with a number of cells of NC = 18, which was divided into NV = 6
volume cells between the two inflation layers. The little detail of an inlet, which could
not be placed at the boundary of the mesh (see the first OM requirement), led to the ne-
cessity of adding some kind of pressure chamber domain around the tool electrode’s top
pressure inlet and sealing this chamber on the outside walls of the tool electrode to prevent
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perpendicular bypass fluid flows. This fact resulted in many additional geometries for
the implementation of baffle walls (Figure 7a) or collar grids (Figure 7b), which, in turn,
caused the heavy occurrence of orphan cells and, therefore, diverging solutions. These
additional geometries were also multiplied by additional auxiliary bodies, namely, the
bodies of influence, for the purpose of local mesh refinements because the latter cannot be set
up by the cell sizes inside the cell zones in the case of the OM approach. The idea of applying
a hollow ring instead of the two baffle rings holds the advantage of generating more dead
cells and, therefore, reducing the numerical effort. Nevertheless, additional components
with respective meshes have to be generated and increase the complexity, not only for the
user but also for the merging algorithm. During initialization, the flood filling of dead cells
in areas where no fluid is supposed to be starts with placing seed cells. Complexities in
the topology or mesh resolution issues can cause the algorithm to unintentionally identify
seed cells inside fluid regions and end up marking entire fluid regions or cell zones as dead.
Different variants and arrangements of component meshes led to incorrectly identified seed
cells and, as a consequence, dead regions, which is why the approach of using baffle walls is
preferred.
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Identical transient settings were used compared with the SM approach and were
supplemented by a frozen flux formulation for the implicit discretization of the convective
terms to improve convergence. The underlying steady-state solution with frame motion
was achieved with a number of iterations of nI = 500 this time because the coupled scheme
used accelerated convergence. Table 3 summarizes the most significant models and solver
settings of the three generic models for reproduction purposes.

Table 3. Models, solver settings and mesh characteristics of the generic models.

Mesh Characteristic CRW SM OM

Type of mesh Poly-hexcore
Number of inflation layers nIL = 6
Height of the first layer h1L = 0.5 µm
Dimensionless wall distance y+ = 1.39

Model/Setting CRW SM OM

Turbulence Realizable k-εmodel, enhanced wall treatment
Pressure–velocity coupling SIMPEL PISO Coupled
Spatial discretization

Gradients Least squares cell-based,
with warped-face gradient correction

Pressure Second order
Momentum Second-order upwind

Turbulent kinetic energy First-order upwind
Turbulent dissipation rate First-order upwind

Transient formulation - Bounded second-order implicit
Time step - ∆t = 0.0015 s

The most accurate and effective meshing approach and respective CFD setup were
identified by means of the generic models described here (see upcoming Section 4.2). Using
the resulting recommendations and the realistic geometric boundary conditions obtained
as described in the previous Section 3.2, the fluid flow in the working gap was simulated on
those realistic, greater domains, as introduced in the following Section 3.4. The numerical
results gained with these sophisticated models of all six tool electrode types finally allowed
for deriving analogies to the experimental results of Section 4.1.

3.4. Sophisticated 3D CFD Model

Fluid simulations of the tool electrodes introduced in Figure 3 were carried out with
ANSYS Fluent 2020R1 in the case of R, HR, 1C and H1C, as well as ANSYS Fluent 2022R2 in
the case of 4C and H4C from ANSYS INC., Canonsburg, PA, USA. Rod, single-channel and
multi-channel electrodes were compared with their equivalent helix geometries to examine
the influences of the internal and external flushing channels. Figure 8 exemplarily shows
both fluid domains for the R types. A sliding mesh approach was used to model the rotation
of the tool electrodes, dividing the working gap into a moving and a stationary domain via
a sliding interface.

This model was built using measured contour polygons of the bores and the associated
tool electrodes as depicted in Figure 4 ensuring realistic values of the frontal and lateral
working gap width sF and sL. The groove geometry, as well as an enlarged hole conicity
α, increased the number of polyhedral cells NC, especially orthogonally across the lateral
working gap (see the hole entrance areas in Figure 8).

The fluid properties for all CFD simulations that are presented in this paper can be
found in Table 4. Data for the dielectric IME63 was taken from the manufacturer OELHELD

GMBH. The properties of air were needed for the supplemental multi-phase simulations,
as mentioned at the end of Section 4.3 and linked in the Supplementary Materials section.
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Table 4. Material properties for CFD simulations.

Parameter Unit Dielectric IME63 Air

Density $ kg/m3 770 1.2250
Dynamic viscosity µ × 10−5 kg/m·s 138.6 1.7894
Surface tension coefficient γ mN/m 24.11

The most important boundary conditions, as well as assumptions and additional
details, supplemental to the information in Table 5, are listed hereafter:

• 50% of the cells across the working gap were volume cells;
• RANS modeling for the single-phase flow;
• Reference and operating pressure: pref = 0 MPa, pop = 0.1 MPa;
• Inlet pressure equaled the flushing pressure pf = 1.9 MPa;
• Moving domains rotated with rotational speed n = 400 min−1;
• Liquid only: neglected the presence of debris and gas bubbles;
• Steady-state solution after a number of iterations nI = 1000 iterations was followed by

nR = 11 transient revolutions being calculated;
• Adaptive time step ∆t for the first revolution to ensure CFL ≤ 1 (see Section 4.2);
• Last ten revolutions: fixed time step ∆t = 0.00375 s; incremental angle passed: β = 9◦;

simulation durations tsim = 35 h for HR and tsim = 96 h for H1C.

It has to be stated that ANSYS Fluent internally uses a subtraction of the absolute
pressure pabs and the operating pressure pop to avoid roundoff errors [85]. The result
following Equation (6), namely, the gauge pressure pgauge, is what is manually specified
within the software; this is why the gauge pressure needs to be set to pgauge = 1.9 MPa to
ensure a flushing pressure of pf = 2.0 MPa at the pressure inlet:

pabs = pop + pgauge. (6)

Schematic sketches of the rod and single-channel geometries are illustrated in Figure 9,
which also details positions P1 to P7 for later evaluations. The multi-channel geometries
are equivalent to Figure 9b, except for the internal channels. The geometrical and physical
parameters of all fluid flow simulations are consistent with the experiments and correspond
to an aspect ratio of A = 5.
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Table 5. Models, solver settings and mesh characteristics of the sophisticated models.

Mesh Characteristic Value or Setting

Type of mesh Poly-hexcore
Cell size in working gap 20 µm ≤ lc ≤ 30 µm
Number of inflation layers nIL = 6
Height of the first layer 0.5 µm ≤ h1L ≤ 10.0 µm
Total number of cells 9.33 mil. ≤ NC ≤ 11.65 mil.

Model/Setting Value or Setting

Turbulence Realizable k-εmodel, enhanced wall treatment
Pressure–velocity coupling R, HR: SIMPLE; 1C, H1C, 4C, H4C: coupled
Spatial discretization

Gradients Least squares cell-based with
warped-face gradient correction

Pressure Second order
Momentum Second-order upwind

Turbulent kinetic energy First-order upwind
Turbulent dissipation rate First-order upwind

Transient formulation Steady: pseudo-time method global
Transient: bounded second-order implicit

Time step ∆t = 0.00375 s
Iterations per time step nI/∆t = 20

The qualitative and quantitative evaluations in Section 4.3 were based on these evalua-
tion positions, which are further specified in Table 6.

Table 6. Geometrical parameters and evaluation positions for simulated tool electrodes.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

y(P1) 0.0 y(P6) 12.0 di 1.2
y(P2) 0.4 y(P7) 15.0 sF 0.1
y(P3) 3.0 le 45.0 sL 0.1
y(P4) 6.0 dm 15.0
y(P5) 9.0 do 3.0 All values in mm.

Comparative quantitative and qualitative evaluations and analyses of results gained
by using CFD simulations are usually based on common tools like streamlines, vector
plots or contour plots of the parameters of interest. One advantage of numerical results
besides an infinite spatial resolution arises from the possibility of calculating nearly any
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physical or non-physical parameter and, by using it, its average value or sum on auxiliary
geometries or any other mathematical construct with it for explanatory approaches. In 3D
CFD simulations, the components of the velocity vector c in the global Cartesian coordinate
system are frequently used to reveal local flow field characteristics. Figure 10 visualizes
and defines the velocity vector c on cross-sectional views of the H1C type tool electrode for
the cases of a global Cartesian coordinate system and a slightly rotated coordinate system,
marked with apostrophes, where the radial velocity vector crad is the vector resulting from
the velocity components cx’ and cz’ being perpendicular to the vector of the axial velocity
cax. The latter in this work will always be aligned in the main flow direction. Vector
quantities are written in bold. The evaluation positions and velocity components defined
this way are used in Section 4 for the detailed evaluation of the calculated 3D flow fields.
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Figure 10. Visualization and vector quantities of the velocity in the example of the H1C-type tool
electrode in a cross-sectional view: (a) stationary, global Cartesian coordinate system; (b) moving
consideration with the vectors cax and crad giving the axial and radial components of the main flow,
respectively.

3.5. Signal Analysis

In order to ensure a good EDM process, discharge conditions must be created in the
working gap that largely exclude the occurrence of short-circuit, false discharge and open-
circuit pulses. A short-circuit pulse in this context occurs when the electrodes are touching
or when bridging takes place due to removed particles [10] (p. 12). The task of the feed
control is, therefore, to feed the tool electrode according to the material removal, the wear
and the respective gap conditions [10] (p. 41). A detailed signal analysis of the current
i and gap voltage u by detecting rising and falling flanks allowed for explanations and
further quantification of the influence of internal and external flushing geometries on the
process stability. The general approach of using rising and falling flanks in combination
with threshold crossing points was inspired by the pulse classification algorithms proposed
by ZHOU ET AL., JANARDHAN AND SAMUEL, and NIRALA ET AL. [69–72]. JANARDHAN

AND SAMUEL described a method to detect rising and falling signal flanks by detecting
and storing the sampling data points just before and after a voltage or current threshold is
crossed [71]. NIRALA ET AL. solely used voltage thresholds for the pulse discrimination and
rightly stated that the corresponding threshold values should be determined empirically
(Table 7). Therefore, they are hardly transferable from one parameter setting to another.
This is why the thresholds have to be adapted to every machine tool and generator type.
They also measured the current signal and utilized this additional information to calculate
the average energy to further obtain an implication of the process stability. This was
based on the understanding that an early discharge originates from a locally increased
electrical conductivity σ, e.g., as a consequence of process residues, like debris or a too-small
working gap. Due to those early discharges, only partially charged capacitors are ignited
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and contribute a maximum of half of the discharge energy We per pulse to the material
removal process, following their thresholds and Equation (1) [69,70].

Table 7. Thresholds for differentiation of discharge event types following Nirala et al. [70].

Threshold Classified as Comment

u ≥ 0.72 ûi Normal Peak discharge energy We observed at 72% of ûi

0.50 ûi ≤ u < 0.72 ûi Effective Capacitor not fully charged due
to contamination

0.30 ûi ≤ u < 0.50 ûi Arcing Grouped events with low amplitude of ûi
u < 0.30 ûi Short circuit Electrodes bridged

Other authors utilized the ignition delay time for classification purposes. Since the
ignition delay time is the time from the voltage pulse being applied until the ignition of the
discharge, i.e., until the current rises, this is only possible for static pulse generators [10].
For RC generators, switching on the voltage pulse does not necessarily initiate the ignition
of the discharge, but instead the charging of the capacitor first, necessitating other strategies
for event classification.

The basis of the signal analysis for the purpose of a classification of discharges pro-
posed in this work is a semi-automated software tool written in the Python programming
language and utilizing the Qt toolkit for the graphical user interface (GUI). It was intro-
duced as the first version in prior work, enabling data acquisition and signal analysis based
on lists and nested loop iterations to perform classification [15,86]. In this way, the classifi-
cation was very slow and the raw data had to be split 50 times to achieve an improvement
of more than 90% in runtime and disk space. Nevertheless, the time to be spent on signal
analysis was in the order of hours rather than minutes for each case and parameter setting,
thus hindering the search for an adequate benchmark of the signal analysis parameters. As
stated above, this empirical determination of thresholds implies a user-dependent character
and threshold evaluation at random that both led to a general underestimation of events by
nearly 40%, mainly short circuits, compared with previous results [11].

For performance reasons, these algorithms have now been further enhanced and the
discharge energy We can be used as an additional indicator for a sophisticated threshold
determination. In particular, the implementation of vector calculations with Numpy, in
combination with multithreading and multiprocessing techniques enabled a substantial
reduction of the runtime. By substituting the use of loops and entirely adopting Numpy-
based computations, the runtime could thus be reduced from 200 times the machining time
down to just 0.1 times the machining time of an actual drilling process. These combined
methods now allow for real-time signal analysis in principle [68]. Table 8 specifies the
thresholds for the gap voltage u that were manually adapted to the signals resulting from
the process parameters given in Table 1 and were finally used for the offline signal analysis.
The classification algorithm implemented not only utilized the gap voltage u but also the
current i for the detection and characterization of discharge events. The combination with
edge detection whenever a certain voltage threshold uth = 0.16×ûi = 28.8 V was undercut
(falling edge) allowed for the discrimination between different types of events and their
assignment to any interval of the pulse cycle time tp. If a falling voltage edge fell from
above a gap voltage u = 0.85×ûi to below the voltage threshold uth in close temporal
proximity to a rising current edge that exceeded the current threshold ith = 5.9 A, this event
was registered as normal. In the same way, the classification of the event types effective and
arcing was enabled, only using different voltage thresholds. Current edges occurring at
voltage values u < uth were counted as short circuiting.
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Table 8. Adapted thresholds for the differentiation of discharge event types.

Thresholds Classified as Comment

- i < ith Open circuit No contribution, loading of capacitor
u ≥ 0.85 × ûi i ≥ ith Normal Capacitor fully or mostly charged

0.45 × ûi ≤ u < 0.85 × ûi i ≥ ith Effective Early capacitor discharges
0.16 × ûi ≤ u < 0.45 × ûi i ≥ ith Arcing Mostly series of low energetic events

u < 0.16 × ûi i ≥ ith Short circuiting Electrodes bridged

Figure 11 details the classification algorithm for the analysis of static, as well as
capacitor-based process signals of the gap voltage u and the current i. In this work,
capacitor-based process signals were analyzed, which is why the focus was on these data.
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Figure 11. General algorithm to identify and classify discharge events: (a) flow chart; (b) visualization
of the data analysis on the example of a capacitor-based normal event.

The measurement system for signal acquisition involved a TT-HV 150 high-voltage
probe from TESTEC ELEKTRONIK GMBH, Frankfurt, Germany, and a TCP303 current probe
in combination with a TCPA300 current probe amplifier from TEKTRONIX, INC., Beaverton,
OR, USA, which were both connected to a PicoScope 3405D USB-oscilloscope from PICO

TECHNOLOGY, Cambridgeshire, UK. The data were recorded using a Raspberry Pi 4 single-
board computer from RASPBERRY PI FOUNDATION, Cambridge, UK. Considering the times
for buffering tb, transfer tt and saving ts of each data file, a measurement ratio of around
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rmeas = 0.65 of the ED drilling process was captured for every type of tool electrode within
the machining depth 12 mm≤ dm ≤ 15 mm. The sampling frequency was set to fS = 1 MHz;
the number of data points was set to ndp = 250,000 for each data file; and scaling factors
of Fu = 100 and Fi = 50 were used for the voltage and current signals, respectively. The
first two parameters resulted in a continuous measuring period of tm = 0.25 s for each data
file. This period, as well as the internal processing time, for the data handling between
two measurement intervals directly affected the measurement ratio rmeas [15], following
Equation (8), and the measuring duration tmeas by multiplying it with the number of
recorded data files nDF, as seen in Equation (7):

tmeas = nDF × tm (7)

rmeas = tm/(tm + tb + tt + ts) (8)

In addition to the absolute values of the classification results, the event pulse frequency,
which is the number of discharge events of a certain type occurring in the working gap
per unit time, and the frequency ratio λ, which is calculated as the ratio with the pulse
frequency fp, were used for the process evaluations in Section 4.4 [10]. The combination
of sophisticated numerical modeling and signal analyses allowed for explanations and to
attest to the improved process stability when using helical external flushing channels.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Results

Figure 12 presents the machining results, comparing the process target parameters of
MRR, EWR, surface roughness Ra and hole conicity α for the six types of tool electrodes,
which are further referred to with the abbreviations given in Figure 3. The standard
deviation sD gives the statistical error. The surface roughness Ra represents the surface
quality on the hole’s lateral surfaces. Table 9 summarizes in detail all comparisons of
interest between the six types of tool electrodes, e.g., the sum of the internal and external
flushing channels cross-sectional areas and the flushing cross-sections Af. In addition to
Figure 12, the changes in the frontal area Ae, which resulted from the subtraction of the
internal and external flushing channels, as well as the machining time tm, are given. These
seemingly minor geometric differences were also taken into account for the calculations of
the MRR and EWR.

Table 9. Numeral comparison of process target parameters of the tool electrode types studied [11].

Assumed
Comparison Ae Af tm MRR EWR Ra α Reasons

R → 1C ↓ 18.2 - ↓ 91.0 ↑ 612.2 ↑ 1406.6 ↑ 56.4 ↓ 13.8 I, VI
R → 4C ↓ 12.6 - ↓ 90.5 ↑ 652.3 ↑ 1704.5 ↑ 24.0 ↓ 26.9 I, V, VI

HR → H1C ↓ 19.6 ↑ 255.3 ↓ 80.1 ↑ 331.2 ↑ 934.7 ↑ 58.2 ↓ 12.8 I, VI
HR → H4C ↓ 13.6 ↑ 177.3 ↓ 71.3 ↑ 228.7 ↑ 826.6 ↑ 52.0 ↓ 52.0 I, V, VI
R → HR ↓ 7.1 - ↓ 63.8 ↑ 111.6 ↑ 75.3 ↓ 9.4 ↑ 16.2 III, IV, V

1C → H1C ↓ 8.7 ↑ 39.2 ↓ 20.0 ↑ 28.1 ↑ 18.8 ↓ 8.4 ↑ 17.6 II, IV
4C → H4C ↓ 8.1 ↑ 56.4 ↑ 9.4 ↓ 7.6 ↓ 10.0 ↑ 11.0 ↓ 23.8 II, IV
1C → 4C ↑ 6.8 ↓ 30.6 ↑ 5.8 ↑ 5.6 ↑ 18.2 ↓ 20.8 ↓ 15.1 IV, V

H1C → H4C ↑ 7.4 ↓ 22.0 ↑ 44.7 ↓ 23.8 ↓ 10.4 ↓ 4.0 ↓ 45.0 IV, V
I
II
III

IV
V
VI

Removal of debris by pressure flushing
Additional space for debris and gas bubbles

Removal of debris and
gas bubbles through external flushing channel

Change in frontal area Ae and flushing cross-section Af
Turbulences or radial velocity components |crad|

Improved cooling of the discharge zones

Legend:
↑ Increase
↓ Decrease
l Improvement
l Deterioration

All values in %.
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Figure 12. Experimental results for the six types of tool electrodes: (a) MRR; (b) EWR; (c) surface
roughness; (d) hole conicity [11]. Brass tool electrodes, see Figure 3. For process parameters, see
Table 1. Table S2 contains all original data.

In general, the common target parameters of the EDM process cannot be influenced
independently of each other. The results presented in Figure 12 and Table 9 mirror the
complex correlations between the target parameters and the fact that they cannot all be
improved together.

The influence of the external flushing channel with respect to the MRR and EWR was
most obvious for the comparison of the rods. Due to the improved debris removal from the
frontal working gap, the MRR and EWR were increased by 112% and 75%, respectively. The
latter results from the flushing through the external flushing channel greatly decreasing the
machining time tm by 64% by increasing the volume per unit time that was eroded from
both electrodes. In fact, the absolute value for the relative linear wear of ϑl = 71.2% for
the HR type showed only a minor difference compared with the R type with ϑl = 75.5%.
Generally, the additional external flushing channel favored improvements in terms of MRR
and surface roughness Ra, but deteriorations of the EWR and the conicity α for the R and
1C types. Surprisingly, it was the complete opposite for the 4C types.

The vastly increased values of the MRR and EWR when using single- and multi-
channel tool electrodes instead of one of the rod types resulted from the application of
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pressure flushing through the internal channels and the direct evacuation of the process
residues. The activation of pressure flushing in all cases led to an increase in the surface
roughness Ra and a stepwise decrease in the conicity α, as well as the lateral working gap
width sL, when comparing R, 1C and 4C or HR, H1C and H4C. In contrast, adding the
additional helical flushing channel increased the hole conicity αwhen comparing R and
HR or 1C and H1C. Nonetheless, when comparing 4C and H4C, an improvement of 24%
could be stated for the hole conicity α.

Further advancements resulting from the supplementary space for debris and gas
bubbles within the external flushing channel could be stated in terms of the MRR with
the 1C type, as well as the EWR with the 4C type. In the case of H1C, an improvement
of 28% from

.
VW = 5.3 mm3/min to

.
VW = 6.8 mm3/min could be stated, but the helical

groove caused a slight increase in the relative linear wear from ϑl = 138.7% to ϑl = 144.5%,
corresponding to an increase in the EWR by 19%. A similar behavior could be found for the
4C electrodes, where the values were ϑl = 155.0% for 4C and ϑl = 164.3% for H4C, indicating
an increase. Nevertheless, the EWR dropped by 10%, which underlines the need to take the
geometries of the boreholes and the tool electrodes into account in a precise and detailed
manner. The process-effective frontal areas Ae of the tool electrodes were decreased by the
inner diameter di of the tool electrodes, as well as the cross-section of the external flushing
channel or groove, in terms of the variants with additional passive flushing. Therefore,
simplified methods for determining the values of the MRR and EWR, like using the aspired
machining depth dm of the holes and the linear wear of the tool electrode ∆lE alone, were
not applicable for systematical analyses of the influence of internal and external flushing
geometries.

The theoretical effect that a reduced effective cross-section due to subtraction of those
geometries led to a decrease in the MRR and an increase in the EWR for reaching a specified
machining depth dm of the holes was superseded by the effects of fluid mechanics and
thermodynamics when using a flushing pressure and a rotational speed.

When applying an external flushing channel with the particular groove geometry
chosen for these experiments, the frontal areas Ae of the tool electrodes were decreased by
7% to 9%. The utilization of internal flushing channels reduced the frontal area Ae by 12%
to 20%, resulting in pins with a diameter dp in the order of dp = di − 2s that remained in
the blind holes. In the cases of 1C and H1C, the pin kept its full pin height of hp = 15 mm
and the pin diameters were dp,1C = 1.00 mm and dp,H1C = 1.05 mm, respectively. Also, in
the cases of 4C and H4C, a small pin remained, with pin heights of hp,4C = 3.04 mm and
hp,H4C = 2.19 mm and pin diameters of dp,4C = 1.19 mm and dp,H4C = 1.17 mm, respectively.
These different pin geometries helped to explain the counterintuitive comparison between
1C and 4C, showing an increase in the MRR, EWR and machining time. RISTO ET AL.
already stated that changes in the tool electrodes cross-section combined with the pin
formation reduces the effective flushing cross-section Af, hence resulting in increased
hydraulic resistance and a decreased volume flow rate

.
V for constant flushing pressures

pf [36]. YILMAZ AND OKKA did not explicitly discuss pin formation issues, but just like
BOZDANA AND ULUTAS, applied brass multi-channel tool electrodes whose flushing cross-
sections Af, unlike in the present study, exceeded those of the single-channel tool electrodes
by up to 144% and 34%, respectively. These investigations led to contradictory results
concerning a considerable reduction or increase in the MRR but an increased EWR in both
cases [21,22]. These results, which are partly contradictory to the present study and each
other, underline the fact that generalized findings on internal flushing channels are difficult
to deduce and are always case and geometry dependent. Consequentially, the same applies
to external flushing channels.

Figure 13 shows the electrode tips on the scanning electron microscope (SEM) images,
which were measured using an SEM of type JCM-5000 NeoScope from JEOL LTD., Akishima,
Japan. In the case of the rod electrodes without internal flushing, a small cavity evolved at
the tips of R and HR. Only for negatively polarized tool electrodes, as in the present case,
LI ET AL. revealed similar concave contours of the electrode tip and explained this fact
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with the skin effect and a decreased discharge probability in the center [87]. The authors
did not attribute this concavity to the ejection of debris, but from their SEM images, it can
be supposed that the center concavity deepened as a result of the increasing rotational
speed [87] (p. 9). It can therefore be further concluded that the concave tip contour was
also a consequence of accumulated debris in the frontal working gap due to the absence of
pressure flushing, supporting the formation of a stationary vortex. The helical geometry of
HR reduced this effect, but instead led to an increased relative edge wear ϑIK and, therefore,
a more conical tip, relocating the beginning of the groove upward (see Figure 13b,c). The
unevenly distributed areas of discharge craters with predominant directions on the lateral
surfaces were probably caused by a combination of spindle run-out and pressure flushing,
resulting in fluctuating lateral low-pressure regions, with both leading to vibrations of the
tool electrode and promoting those irregularities (see FERRARIS ET AL. [17] (p. 193)).
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Figure 13. SEM images and contours of worn tool electrode tips: (a) without external flushing;
(b) with external flushing; (c) comparison of contours [11].

The contours of the tool electrodes shown in Figure 13, as well as the bores that were
drilled with them, were digitized by using the digital microscope mentioned in Section 3.2.
The data obtained in this way enabled fluid dynamic simulations with geometries and
working gap dimensions as close as possible to realistic conditions of the ED drilling
process, providing explanatory approaches for the process behavior discussed.

Section summary:

• The additional external flushing channel geometry applied favored improvements in
terms of MRR and surface roughness, but deteriorations in the EWR and the conicity
for the R and 1C types while exhibiting the opposite behavior for the 4C types.

• The MRR increased by 112% when adding an external flushing channel to the R type,
by 28% when adding it to the 1C type, but decreased by 8% in the case of the 4C type.

• Due to the relative frontal wear ϑIF, the beginning of the groove, and thus, its beneficial
effect, were shifted upward for the HR type. Nevertheless, the bubble-flushing effect
most probably generated sufficient additional lift from the tool electrode tip to push
and pull removal products in the impact area of the groove.

• A precise comparison of the MRR and EWR between the six tool electrode types
necessitated considering geometric differences in the greatest possible detail.

• The resulting pin geometries explained the comparison between 1C and 4C.
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• Nevertheless, the effects of the altered frontal areas and flushing cross-sections on the
process target parameters were superseded by the effects of cooling and direct ejection
of the removal products as a result of the active high-pressure flushing.

4.2. Preliminary Numerical Results with the Generic Models

With the objective of maximizing the numerical robustness and physical validity and
likewise minimizing the numerical effort, a generic model with all characteristic properties
of the liquid domain of an ED drilling process was introduced, as described in Section 3.3.
Figures 14 and 15 show the results of the inflation layer analyses for the number of inflation
layers nIL with a fixed height of the first layer h1L and vice versa (see Table 2).

The velocity profiles with nIL = 3 differed from those with nIL = 6 or nIL = 9, which
were nearly identical. This also indicates that a further increase in the number of inflation
layers nIL would bring no benefit. For both of the latter, when looking at those cells that
were colored according to the dominant velocity component, it can be seen that nearly
the full gradients in the direction orthogonal to the wall occurred inside the inflation layer.
In contrast, a number of inflation layers nIL = 3 was not capable of resolving the velocity
gradients. This is also suggested by the fact that in the last inflation layer, the velocity u or
v amounted to just 50% to 70% of its maximum value. Finally, the total number of cells
generated was strongly influenced by the number of inflation layers nIL (see Table 10).
Based on the first three objectives for the inflation layer analyses below Table 2, nIL = 6 was
set for all further analyses.

Table 10. Total number of cells NC for varying the number of inflation layers nIL and maximum
values of y+ in dependence of the height of the first layer h1L.

Number of
Inflation Layers nIL

Total Number
of Cells NC

Height of
First Layer h1L

Maximum
Value of y+

3 5 088 770 0.1 µm 0.28
6 6 539 346 0.5 µm 1.39
9 7 976 085 1.0 µm 2.62

2.0 µm 5.45

The variation in the height of the first layer h1L with a fixed number of inflation layers
nIL = 6 revealed that the velocity profiles on the right side of Figure 15 showed similar and
almost congruent curves for the values below and above h1L = 1 µm. When using heights
of the first layer of h1L = 0.1 µm and h1L = 0.5 µm, the maximum velocity was increased by
about ∆u = 4 m/s in the frontal working gap and about ∆v = 2 m/s in the lateral working
gap. The colored cells on the left side of Figure 15 highlight these differences. These
findings apply to all three positions in Figure 15 and might be explained by the values
of the dimensionless wall distance y+, which is related to the height of the first layer h1L
in the form of the wall-normal distance y to the first node, following Equation (2). Up to
h1L = 0.5 µm, five polyhedral volume cells were placed between the inflation layers on both
sides of the working gap with a total share of more than 50%. An increase in the height of
the first layer h1L led to a considerable thickening of the inflation layers and, therefore, a
decrease in the volume cell percentage between them. Table 10 lists the strong increase in
the total number of cells NC for increments of the number of inflation layers nIL, as well as
the maximum values of y+ for increasing heights of the first layer h1L. Bearing in mind that
values of about y+ = 1 are recommended to properly model turbulence with the near-wall
model used and in accordance with the objectives for the inflation layer analyses expressed
below Table 2, a height of the first layer of h1L = 0.5 µm was selected for all further studies.
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Figure 14. Variation in the number of inflation layers nIL with fixed height of the first layer h1L = 2 µm.
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on the right side. Positions: (a) y = 4.5 mm; (b) y = 1.5 mm; (c) 0.0 mm ≤ y ≤ 0.1 mm. Basic generic
model, see Figure 5.
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Minimizing the numerical effort is closely related to a minimization of the total number
of cells NC but also to the selection of the modeling approach, like CRW, SM or OM, as well as
wall functions, solvers, additional algorithms concerning stability and robustness and physical
validity of the solution. Using the mesh settings developed so far, the three generic models
applying CRW, SM and OM to model the rotation of an asymmetric tool electrode geometry
with one straight groove as depicted in Figure 5b–d are compared in Figures 16 and 17. A
steady-state solution was first generated and used as the starting solution of the transient
calculation of two tool electrode rotations, provided that the respective approach fulfilled the
prerequisites for this.
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The initially motivated objective to describe the effects of an asymmetric, rotating tool
electrode without a numerically expensive mesh motion could not be achieved with the CRW
approach because only a steady-state flow condition is generated by means of frame motion.
Even in the case of a transient calculation, the steady-state solution remains. This fact makes
the CRW approach unattractive for detailed analyses of the influence of external flushing
channels. Nonetheless, CRW might be a means to analyze high numbers of simulations,
like the variation in input parameters or other considerations where transient effects are of
minor interest.

The total number of cells NC increased with the complexity of the modeling. In the
case of OM, the merging algorithm and the utilization of bodies of influence for local mesh
refinements significantly reduced the total number of cells, as described in Section 3.3 and
visualized in Figure 7a. The number of solve cells NS = 4.9 mil. amounted to just 44%
of the total number of cells NC before the merging process. Nevertheless, the simulation
duration tsim = 48.6 h was the highest for OM by far. The simulation duration tsim = 5.6 h
of the steady-state solution was comparable to that of the SM approach but only half of
the number of iterations nI = 500 were necessary by applying the coupled scheme in the case
of OM. Thus, it can be stated that among other things, settings such as the coupled scheme
versus the PISO scheme could lead to a doubling of the simulation duration tsim. The
required simulation durations tsim of the transient calculations were additionally driven
by the fact that the overset interface must be recreated at the beginning of each time step ∆t,
meaning that all steps of the merging process have to be repeated over and over again. In
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conclusion, even in the present simple extension of a steady-state solution of only a generic
model, the calculation time increased by a factor of 4.2 or 7.8 for the SM or OM approaches,
respectively, when switching to transient modeling.
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field after two rotations in the form of velocity profiles at positions (a) y = 4.5 mm, (b) y = 1.5 mm
and (c) 0.0 mm ≤ y ≤ 0.1 mm. (d) Contour plots. Basic generic model, see Figure 5.

Figure 17 shows the resulting flow field for the three modeling approaches CRW,
SM and OM. Generally, reduced magnitudes of the velocity u or v were calculated for
OM compared with CRW and SM, up to a maximum of 20% for Figure 17a. The velocity
profiles of the velocities u or v of CRW and SM deviated from each other by about 3 m/s.
With an almost linear profile, when crossing from negative to positive velocities v, they
indicate a backflow or dead water zone inside the straight groove, whereas the velocity
profile for OM hardly reached negative values and assumed a smooth curved profile
on the inside of the groove. The backflow area was caused by the very high velocities
around u = 75 m/s in the bottom area of the borehole that induced a low-pressure region
inside the groove and hindered the ability of the flow to stay attached to the walls. In
the case of SM, it can be stated that no unsteady behavior or jump in the velocity profile
was generated across the sliding mesh interface. The contour plots in Figure 17d exhibit
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perceptible differences, especially in the lower half of the groove where the backflow
area was of qualitatively different character. Within the steady-state solution of CRW, the
upward flow inside the groove was interrupted by a small region of decreased velocity
v < 10 m/s, whereas both flow fields of SM and OM directly pointed upward at the outside
wall of the borehole with velocities v > 20 m/s. In the case of OM, the flow reattached to
the inside wall within the groove considerably later than in the case of SM. The general lack
of measured values or observations only allowed for relative benchmarks of the velocity
profiles and contour plots. However, the relative comparisons suggest that the OM, in
addition to the greatest numerical effort, also ran the risk of leading to distorted flow fields
due to numerical diffusion as a result of superimposed interpolations between the different
meshes, especially in narrow gaps with strong gradients of the flow variables.

Based on the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition shown in Equation (9), the under-
lying discretization of the time-dependent partial differential equations can be evaluated
concerning stability.

∆t ≤ ∆x
c

, (9)

The so-called von Neumann stability requirement is met as long as CFL ≤ 1, where
CFL is the Courant number [88]. In this way, the Courant number CFL serves as a stability
condition that establishes a relationship between the mesh resolution ∆x, the occurring
velocities c and the time step ∆t, as shown in Equation (10):

CFL = c× ∆t
∆x

, (10)

Therefore, it indicates the maximum number of cells by which a quantity under
consideration moves per time step ∆t. For explicit formulations, the Courant number
should be below CFL = 1, as mentioned; implicit formulations of the first and second order
also remain stable for higher values, like 10 ≤ CFL ≤ 1000, with the exact value depending
on the solution method and the complexity of the flow problem. With the given time step
of ∆t = 0.0015 s for SM and OM, the Courant number is well within the three-digit range in
transient areas of the flow field, meaning that theoretically, the time step ∆t was supposed
to be smaller or the mesh resolution ∆x in the form of the volume cell size lc was supposed
to be greater. The comparison of the field variable CFL indicates that SM tended to allow
for a greater time step ∆t than OM. As the calculation of SM was stable and converged with
a time step of ∆t = 0.0015 s and the global boundary conditions enforced a minimal mesh
resolution ∆x inside the working gap, there was very limited scope for CFL adaptions.

For the following detailed analyses of the influence of internal and external flushing
channels, the SM approach was preferred, especially because of the possibility to use a greater
time step ∆t, as well as a decreased simulation duration tsim compared with the OM approach.

Section summary:

• Based on a basic 3D generic numerical model, the number of inflation layers and
the height of the first layer were identified to be nIL = 6 and h1L = 0.5 µm to assure
maximized numerical robustness and physical validity. These findings led to three
more generic models to model the rotation of the asymmetric tool electrode geometry.

• The sliding mesh (SM) approach is the best trade-off between the mesh resolution and the
accuracy of the solution based on generic numerical CFD models and compared against the
two other techniques counter-rotating wall and overset mesh (OM). It holds the possibility
to perform transient calculations and use greater time steps with less computation time.

4.3. Numerical Investigations of External Flushing Channels

The simulation results for all tool electrode types R, HR, 1C, H1C, 4C and H4C were
obtained by applying the numerical model introduced in Section 3.4 and are visualized in
Figure 18. The absolute velocity |c| gave a general insight into the velocity magnitudes
inside the internal flushing channels, as well as the frontal and lateral working gaps
(Figure 18a). In Figure 18b,c, the component in the vertical y-direction, namely, the velocity
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v, was considered alone because it was assumed to be mainly responsible for the removal
of the debris and gas bubbles (see also Figure 10).

At a constant density $ of the fluid, the conservation of mass results in an increase or
decrease in the velocity magnitudes due to a decrease or increase in the area passed by the
fluid. Hence, the differences in velocity magnitudes in the working gaps toward the inner
pins, as well as the lateral working gaps, of all six types were direct consequences of the
flushing cross-sections Af specified in Table 9 at constant pressure inlet conditions.

This dependency can specifically be seen inside the internal flushing channels of the
H1C, 4C and H4C types. Deviations in the contour polygons resulted in slightly variable
working gap widths s toward the inner pin, but also, the transition areas from the internal
flushing channels toward the remaining pin itself affected the cross-sections and, therefore,
increased the velocity |c| to global maxima. In the lateral working gap, the velocities |c|
reached values of around |c| = 15 m/s for the 1C and H1C types and around |c| = 25 m/s
for the 4C and H4C types, but were below |c| = 0.05 m/s for the R and HR types.

Without pressure flushing, the flow in the working gap only resulted from the elec-
trode rotation. The streamlines in Figure 18b consequently only wrapped around the tool
electrode tip for the R type. The color bars helped to separate positive and negative values
of the velocity v. Hence, contaminated dielectric fluid mainly circulated in the frontal and
lateral working gap, respectively. In addition, the coloring emphasized that there were
hardly any velocities v in the axial direction. In contrast, complex vortices formed inside
the groove of the HR type. The streamlines shown, as well as the transient observation of
the HR tool electrode in Figure 18c for one full rotation, corresponding to an angle passed
of β = 360◦, indicate an upward transport of the dielectric fluid. For this full rotation, a
number of time steps n∆t = 40 was calculated with a time step of ∆t = 0.00375 s, ensuring
CFL < 5 throughout the domain. It can be seen that the fluid followed a vortex only inside
the groove, starting where the groove developed from the tool electrode tip in the positive
y-direction. Due to relative frontal wear ϑIF, the beginning of the groove, and thus, its bene-
ficial effect was shifted upward for the HR type, as seen in the SEM images in Figure 13b.
Similar vortices within the grooves were also shown by MACHIDA AND NATSU in parallel
rectangular grooves for tool electrodes with outer diameters of do = 0.09 mm [35].

On the other hand, counter-rotating streamlines with considerably smaller velocities v
were downward oriented inside the groove and allowed for fresh dielectric to enter the
frontal and lateral working gaps. Nevertheless, the main inward flow passed and circulated
along the lateral surface of the HR tool electrode [14]. In comparison, the influence of the
helical grooves on the flow fields was much lower for the 1C and 4C types. Most of the
dielectric was directly and straight flushed out of the borehole with high vertical velocities
of 15 m/s ≤ v ≤ 30 m/s and maxima at the tool electrode tips, showing the dominance of
the relatively high flushing pressure pf = 2 MPa over the rotational speed n = 400 min−1.
For the H1C and H4C types, the streamlines were not as evenly distributed as with the 1C
and 4C types and showed radial and tangential deflections. As with the HR type, there
were streamlines following the circumferential groove, but seemed to be pulled out of the
groove near the hole outlet and were additionally much less twisted.

This insight was further emphasized by the visual observation that the lateral surfaces of
the tool electrodes of type H1C and H4C exhibited asymmetrical distributions of discharge
craters, which may have resulted from this flow pattern, as characterized by the deflected
streamlines in Figure 18b. This band of discharge craters that developed noticeably wound
radially and exactly parallel to the groove of the tool electrodes, indicating an increased
amount of lateral discharges in this region. This observation not only supported the numerical
results above but also the conclusion that each combination of groove angle and groove depth
was related to an optimal combination of the fluid mechanic parameters of flushing pressure
and rotational speed. This is supported by observations that the dielectric and debris particles
have the same velocities on average [18,19]. Therefore, the assumption that the particles
predominantly perfectly follow the fluid and vice versa was justified, showing that findings
based on single-phase simulations are sufficient for these kinds of insights. For this reason,
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the fluid mechanic parameters probably have to be set in such a way that the ratio of the axial
to the radial components of the main flow cax/crad decreases so that gas bubbles and debris
are pulled into the grooves while being evacuated upward.
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Using the evaluation positions given in Figure 9 and Table 6, as well as the definitions
in Figure 10, the detailed influence of the helical groove on the flow field could be evaluated
(Figures 19 and 20). In all cases, the additional external flushing channel clearly increased
the upward oriented volume flow rate

.
V as a consequence of the constant flushing pressure

pf and the additional flushing cross-section Af (Figure 19a). The differences in the extended
flushing cross-sections Af around the lateral working gaps were, however, rather driven
by lateral material removal, leading to hole conicity α on the workpiece electrode, as well
as relative lateral wear ϑlL on the tool electrode side, resulting in varying lateral working
gap widths sL. This explains the steadily rising graphs in Figure 19b and the deceleration
for the H1C and H4C types from P3 in Figure 19c. The increased volume flow rates

.
V

when comparing the 1C and 4C or H1C and H4C types follow from the much higher
velocities |c| in the bottom area of the pin (see Figure 18a). In Figure 19c, the ratio of
the axial velocity |cax| to the radial velocity |crad| is an indicator of the vertical pull
effect. The ratio decreased for all tool electrode types from evaluation position P1 to P2
because of higher radial velocities crad in the bottom area where the fluid must follow the
conical contour of the electrode tips. Nevertheless, comparing the pull effects, especially
for the additional external flushing channels in that particular area at P2 where particles
and gas bubbles originated, the helical groove led to an increase in the velocity ratio by
52% for H1C compared with 1C to a value of |cax|/|crad| = 3.0 and by 1635% for HR
compared with R to a value of |cax|/|crad| = 0.04. However, the ratio was reduced by
15% for H4C compared with 4C to a value of |cax|/|crad| = 3.4. These qualitative velocity
ratio tendencies coincided very well with the experimental material removals quantified in
Figure 12 and Table 9 in terms of the MRR and EWR. Also, the 98% increase in the velocity
ratio to a value of |cax|/|crad| = 4.0 for the 4C type compared with the 1C type is in good
agreement, not only with the upward volume flow rate

.
V but also with the experimental

data. This difference between both types persisted at P3 and P4.
However, for the two rod types R and HR, the ratio shows the transformation of

pure radial to a considerable axial movement of the dielectric as a result of the external
flushing channel. The proportion of the axial velocity |cax| increased by up to three
orders of magnitude for P4 to P6, from 0.015% to over 10%. Even though the R type
has a reduced relevance for industrial applications, its detailed consideration allows for
separately analyzing the influence of an external flushing channel without superposed
pressure flushing.

The external flushing channel entails an increased flushing cross-section Af by 39%
in the case of the 1C types and, therefore, resulted in an enhanced volume flow rate

.
V by

the same amount (Figure 19a,b). The additional circumferential components of the H1C
and H4C types steadily increased with growing distance in the y-direction and reduced the
velocity ratio |cax|/|crad| by one to two orders of magnitude from P3 upward compared
with 1C and 4C. As a result, the residence time tr of the dielectric in the working gap was
prolonged, increasing the probability of fault discharges but also of shearing and scattering
of gas bubbles and particle clusters. The residence time tr between P3 and P7 was naturally
minimal for 1C and 4C, as the radial velocities crad were of negligible relevance compared
with the axial velocities cax. Less contamination was the natural consequence.

The velocity profiles of all four tool electrode types with active flushing, normalized
with the maximal velocity of the reference 1C type umax,1C or vmax,1C at any given position,
further elucidated the velocity magnitudes across the normalized gap width b, as indicators
for the flushing efficiency If (see Figure 20). The flushing efficiency If can be assumed to be
the product of density $ and velocity |c|, with area-based mean velocity values suggested
in the present case [47]. The R and HR types were omitted from the comparison due to their
very low axial velocity values. Step-like jumps in some graphs, as in Figure 20b, originated
from the sliding mesh interface, but represent only local discontinuities in the velocity profiles
(see also Figure 5c, no. 14).
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Figure 19. Quantitative evaluations of the single-phase fluid flow for all tool electrode types:
(a) upward-oriented volume flow rate

.
V; (b) development of the flushing cross-sections Af along

the lateral working gap; (c) calculated velocity ratio of absolute axial to radial velocity |cax|/|crad|.
Sliding mesh approach, see Figure 8. Table S4 contains all original data.

It can be seen that the velocity profiles of 1C and H1C were asymmetrically deformed
toward the tool electrode wall at P1, as are all profiles toward the borehole wall at P2,
indicating increased flushing efficiencies If for b > 0.5×bmax. Only the H1C type produced
a local backflow in the area of P1 with a velocity of u = −12.5 m/s, which developed
negligibly further when following the electrode contour to P2. This fluid flow detachment
happened in close vicinity to the tool electrode wall at a distance of b ≥ 0.9 bmax at P1
or b ≤ 0.1×bmax at P2. Generally, from P3 to P7, all velocity profiles resembled the well-
known profiles of a Poiseuille flow and declined along the lateral working gap. While the
H4C type exhibited the highest volume flow rate

.
V in the working gap, the 4C type, with

v ≤ 1.6×vmax,1C, had the consistently highest velocities v in the fluid domain, still ahead of
the H4C type with v ≤ 1.4×vmax,1C. The highest upward volume flow rates

.
V and velocity

ratios |cax|/|crad| correlated with the conicity α (see Figure 12). Above P3, the velocities
v of the H1C type decreased to more than 20% below those of the reference 1C type. This
was because the H1C type experienced the greatest increase in the flushing cross-section
Af along the lateral working gap (Figure 19b). This kind of abrupt area increase also
accompanied the region around the helical groove at P4 (Figure 20d). Generally, the fluid
was noticeably decelerated inside the external flushing channel within a normalized gap
width b/bmax ≤ 0.75 and exhibited velocity peaks in the area of the lateral working gap for
b/bmax > 0.8 in the order of the preceding velocity magnitudes at P3.
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The velocity profiles of the H1C and H4C types show the influence of the groove
geometry, and it, therefore, seems reasonable to evaluate the capabilities of evacuating
debris and gas bubbles, not only by means of the velocity profiles at this point P4 but also to
try to influence these local profiles specifically by varying the fluid mechanical parameters
of rotational speed n and flushing pressure pf. The objective of this could be the generation
of a pressure gradient through greater velocities within the helical groove in order to pull
the removal products into the groove already in the bottom area of the borehole instead
of them being transported vertically through the lateral working gap due to the velocity
peaks there, and thus, increasing the probability of fault discharges. Figure 21, therefore,
shows the influences of the fluid mechanical parameters of rotational speed n and flushing
pressure pf on the velocity ratio |cax|/|crad| and the corresponding velocity profiles at
the evaluation position P4 of the H1C type. All cases were calculated in ANSYS Fluent
2023R2.
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(a) the velocity ratio |cax|/|crad| and (b) the velocity profile at evaluation position P4. Sliding mesh
approach, see Figure 8. Table S6 contains all original data and Video S2 visualizes the gas evacuation
capabilities for three distinct cases in 3D.

As discussed above for the H1C and H4C types in Figure 18, the dielectric was
mostly directly and straight flushed out of the borehole as a consequence of the dominance
of the flushing pressure pf = 2 MPa from the rotational speed n = 400 min−1. Gradually
decreasing the flushing pressure but at the same time increasing the rotational speed shifted
the velocity profile downward, maintaining its qualitative shape (Figure 21b). Despite the
pressure reduction, axial velocity components |cax| were generated and the corresponding
ratio was increased (brown diamonds) compared with the reference case (blue triangles)
(Figure 21a). Further increasing the rotational speed ten times while keeping the flushing
pressure constant considerably lowered the velocity ratios |cax|/|crad| along the whole
lateral working gap (red diamonds) because of the high radial velocity components |crad|.
The respective velocity profile at P4 did not alter very much. Nevertheless, the vertical
velocity v was visibly increased for b/bmax < 0.75, enhancing the evacuation capabilities of
the groove itself. Keeping the rotational speed constant at a value of n = 20 000 min−1 and
further decreasing the flushing pressure down by 33% to pf = 1.0 MPa (black diamonds)
and by 87% to pf = 0.2 MPa (white diamonds) significantly but not linearly reduced both
the velocity profiles, as well as the velocity ratios. However, the latter still exhibited
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velocity ratios of around |cax|/|crad| = 1.5. Qualitatively, the velocity profile resulting
from the lowest flushing pressure analyzed nearly corresponded to the Poiseuille profile
(see Figure 20e–g), but this time with a perceptibly shifted peak from the outer to the
inner side of the lateral working gap, displaying a 21% difference between b/bmax =0.7
and b/bmax = 0.3. This shows the theoretical possibility of even manipulating the velocity
profiles so that the vertical velocity v inside the groove is higher than in the lateral working
gap.

Additional multi-phase simulations were carried out to even better illustrate the effects
of the different combinations of fluid mechanical parameters of Figure 21 in 3D, over time
and in interaction with a gaseous phase. These results are given in Video S2 as a kind of
preview to future work but are not meant to be the main focus of the present paper. A time
step of ∆t = 0.00375 s and a surface tension coefficient of γ = 30 N/m were utilized, with
both being a factor 1000 higher than physically reasonable but facilitating an appropriate
simulation duration tsim, as well as sharp phase boundaries. The corresponding fluid
properties are given in Table 4.

Section summary:

• A complex 3D CFD model using the SM approach ensured detailed numerical inves-
tigations of the fluid flow within the working gap in general and evaluations of the
external flushing channel’s influence on the flow field for all six types of tool electrodes
in particular.

• For the two rod types, the ratio of the axial to the radial velocity components showed
the transformation of pure radial to a considerable upward-oriented axial movement
of the dielectric as a result of the additional external flushing channel. Inside the
groove, a downward-oriented fluid flow allowed fresh dielectric to enter the borehole.

• In the cases of the 1C and 4C types, most of the dielectric was directly and straight
flushed out of the borehole with high vertical velocities, showing the dominance of
the high flushing pressure over the rotational speed. In contrast, for the H1C and
H4C types, the residence time of the dielectric in the working gap was prolonged,
increasing the probability of fault discharges but also of the probably positive effect of
shearing and scattering of gas bubbles and particle clusters.

• All types with an external flushing channel exhibited increased upward volume flow
rates, as well as streamlines that followed the circumferential groove. However, some
streamlines of the H1C and H4C types were pulled out of the groove, suggesting
continuous spillover of fluid along the whole groove edge. Therefore, the need for
adaptions of the fluid mechanical parameters specifically for each combination of
groove angle and groove depth became evident. This has to be done in a way that
means the ratio of the axial to the radial components of the main flow decreases so that
gas bubbles and debris are pulled into the groove while being evacuated upwards.

• This is why the possibility of manipulating the velocity profiles on purpose was shown.
• An additional external flushing channel improved the pull effects in the area where

particles and gas bubbles originated. The revealed tendencies coincided very well with
the quantified experimental data in terms of the MRR and EWR. Also, the increase in
the corresponding velocity ratio for the 4C compared with the 1C type was in good
agreement, not only with the quantified upward volume flow rate but also with the
experimental data.

4.4. Signal Analysis Results

Utilizing the software and classification algorithm described in Section 3.5, the ED
drilling process was captured and analyzed for all types of tool electrodes at the machining
depth 12 mm ≤ dm ≤ 15 mm because the process influencing flushing conditions was
assumed to be increasingly effective with proceeding machining depth dm. The relatively
short pulse duration ti = 18 µs led to a staircase-like charging of the capacitor. With this
high duty factor of τ = 0.88, four loading cycles of the capacitor were necessary to provide
the full theoretical discharge energy We ≤ 21.4 mJ and reach the open circuit voltage ûi.
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The very short pulse interval time t0 = 2.4 µs furthermore favored high loads of debris and
gas bubbles, as well as consecutive discharges. This can lead to a high MRR and low EWR,
provided that the electrical conductivity σ of the dielectric does not increase too much [10]
(p. 39). The latter is related to the breakdown resistance ED, which is influenced by the
frontal or lateral working gap, as well as by contamination, such as debris. Increasing the
charge current iL will increase the effective pulse frequency fe of capacitor discharges within
the set pulse cycle time tp, given that the latter is sufficiently long to allow for more than one
discharge. If the working gap is too small or the dielectric strength of the process medium
is too low, the capacitors, which are not yet fully charged, will discharge early [10,53]. It is
not to be forgotten that any discharge event statistics obtained in the manner presented
here also include lateral discharges. THISSEN ET AL. presented an approach to distinguish
between discharges that occur in the frontal or lateral working gap [86]. There, the same
tool electrode geometries but different fluid mechanic parameters and a prolonged pulse
cycle time tp were used to include the whole capacitor charging phase. Amongst others,
the authors found that as the machining depth dm increased, the number of detrimental
events gradually decreased for the H1C type in the lower workpiece half, but remained
the same for the H4C type [86]. This supports the assumption of deteriorating effects of
turbulences when using multi-channel tool electrodes.

Figure 22 shows exemplary parts of the signal waveforms, as well as the associated
classification result, arranged according to their discharge energy We. During the discharges
as a consequence of fully loaded capacitors, discharge currents ie < 125 A flow through the
working gap, resulting in average discharge currents ie < 20 A for one discharge event that
is classified as normal. With te ≈ 17 µs, the actual average discharge duration perfectly fit in
the pulse cycle time tp = 20.4 µs.

The evaluation of the process performance on the basis of the discharge energies We
contributed by the respective event types in Figure 23 revealed quantitative measures for
the mean discharge energies of normal events with We,norm = 14.31 mJ, effective events being
about half of that with We,eff = 6.49 mJ and arcing events with We,arc = 1.62 mJ. These
average values were all nearly constant across the six tool electrode types and featured
very low standard deviations 0.62% ≤ sD ≤ 2.34% for the 1C, 4C, H1C and H4C types (see
Figure 23a). Nevertheless, for the R and HR types, the slightly reduced mean values, as
well as the standard deviations 7% ≤ sD ≤ 10%, for all three event types indicate frequent
early discharges with releases of smaller amounts of the stored capacitor energies during
the process. It can be assumed that accumulated particles frequently bridged the working
gap due to poor flushing conditions. In general, with no current flow, open-circuit events
had no more energetic contribution to any material removal than the short-circuiting events,
which arose from the aforementioned bridging and whose mean discharge energies of
We,short = 0.1 µJ were six orders of magnitude lower than those of normal events. This
merely computational energy amount resulted from the signal noise of the voltage around
the value u = 0 V. This is why these energetic inputs could be neglected.

The total discharged energy We,tot in Figure 23c and the fractions of it for every event
type in Figure 23b correlated very well with the machining time tm,meas for the drilling
process during the signal data acquisition in Figure 23d for all tool electrode types. The
fact that the highest values of the total discharged energy We,tot during drilling was related
to the longest machining times tm,meas or lowest MRR was misleading. The causality
was the other way around, where an unstable, and thus, long drilling process resulted
in significantly more discharge events in absolute terms, and thus, higher cumulative or
total discharge energies We,tot. In addition, it is necessary to recall that neither the total
nor always the same amount of discharge energy We is available for material removal at
both ends of the plasma channel. Thus, the location-dependent amounts of heat and, hence,
energy losses in the form of heat conduction, convection and radiation, as well as the local
transient temperature field resulting from the numerous discharges, all together lead to
variable percentage shares of the real energy input into the workpiece that is available
for material removal [76,89,90]. These variable percentage shares were hence especially
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affected by the varying velocity gradients within the flow fields of the six different tool
electrode geometries considered. Thus, similar discharge phenomena had different effects
for different types of tool electrodes.
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Data from the literature on the relative energy amounts transferred to the workpiece vary
between 1% and 40% and apparently depend on the process boundary conditions [76,89]. For
steel in a hydrocarbon-based dielectric, as well as for pulse durations in the order applied in
the present study, values in the range of or below 20% are mentioned, as well as the fact that a
usually much larger proportion of the energy than 20% dissipates into the dielectric [76,89]. The
flushing efficiency If in this context is one major factor that directly influences the convective
energy dissipation into the dielectric as a result of forced convection. The so-called Richardson
number characterizes mixed convection problems. From the absolute velocity |c| inside the
frontal and lateral working gaps in Figure 18a, it must be concluded that the 1C, 4C, H1C and
H4C types exhibited very small Richardson numbers, indicating flows dominated by forced
convection. In contrast, the R and HR types, with velocities three orders of magnitude lower,
were presumably dominated by free convection. When calculating the energy distribution
in continuous sinking EDM processes from measured temperature curves, OSSWALD ET AL.
verified the crucial influence of flushing on the temperature field of the electrodes by increasing
the forced convection through a higher flushing jump frequency. The fifth of the pause between
electrode jumps cut the electrodes’ absolute heat Q by more than half. Also, they illustrated a
vast decrease in heat transfers to the workpiece and tool electrodes over the machining process,
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down to less than 1% at the end of the process, whereas heat transfers into the dielectric and
machine tank increased from 35% to 55% and from 7% to 13% [89] (p. 7).
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Figure 23. Evaluation of process performance on the basis of discharge energies We contributed by
the respective event types: (a) mean discharge energy We,event per event type; (b) total discharge
energy We,tot for the entire machining depth 12 mm ≤ dm ≤ 15 mm; (c) total discharge energy We,tot,
split into its fractions; (d) machining time tm,meas for the machining depth 12 mm ≤ dm ≤ 15 mm.
For process parameters, see Table 1. Table S7 contains all original data.

The preceding paragraph emphasizes that it is not possible to draw direct, let alone
linear, connections from the discharge energies calculated by means of signal analysis to the
process target parameters, such as the MRR, EWR, surface roughness Ra or hole conicity α.
Nevertheless, the classification and quantification of the discharge event types allow for
conclusions regarding their frequencies, and thus, the process stability, which is further
motivated by the comparison of the classification results and waveforms of the HR and the
4C type tool electrodes in Figure 24.

Qualitatively similar results were obtained for the R type or the 1C, H1C and H4C
types as for the HR type or 4C type. For this reason, the latter two were considered
representative. Their waveforms and classification results directly illustrate and explain the
major differences between the target parameters of those tool electrodes without or with
active flushing in Figure 12. Without active flushing, the process signals show numerous
long sequences of open-circuit events, as well as detrimental discharge events, such as short-
circuiting. In particular, the numerous short circuits result in frequent retraction movements
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of the feed axis, and thus, not necessarily an increased frequency but an increased absolute
number of open-circuit periods, as well as a longer machining time tm or decreased MRR.
LI ET AL. observed this halt in the feed motion within micro-bores and highlighted the
occurrence of discharges only between the tool and the dielectric particle mixture [91]. The
absolute values for the machining time during the signal analysis tm,meas in minutes or
percentage, as well as for the event distribution, verify this conclusion (Table 11).
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Figure 24. Comparison of classification results and the waveforms of voltage u, current i and energy
e of the HR and 4C type tool electrodes as examples for tool electrodes without and with active
flushing. For process parameters, see Table 1.

Figure 25d–g show the signal analysis results for all six types of tool electrodes by
differentiating discharge events in the categories of full capacitor discharges (normal), early
capacitor discharges (effective), arcing and short circuiting. These categories were merged
into beneficial and detrimental events in Figure 25a,b, which summed up to 100%, together
with those events without any contribution (open circuit) during the capacitor charging
cycles or retraction movements of the feed axis (Figure 25c). Open-circuit events beyond the
charging cycles originating from retraction movements could be identified by calculating
the ratio of open circuits to beneficials. With the given process parameters and for a perfect
series of normals and effectives, that ratio would be three to four. However, it equals 70 and
29 for the R and HR types, but only 10 for the 4C and H4C types, as well as 7 for the 1C
and H1C types. This underlines the different frequencies of retraction movements of the
feed axis, as well as the machining times tm,meas in Figure 23d.
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Table 11. Detailed qualitative and quantitative information on the signal analysis with absolute
values for the classification results.

Unit R 1C 4C HR H1C H4C

Total machining time tm min 206.49 18.59 19.66 74.81 14.87 21.51

Si
gn

al
an

al
ys

is Machining depth dm mm 12 mm ≤ dm ≤ 15 mm
Recorded data files nDF - 17 874 356 565 4834 338 617

Machining time tm,meas
min 115.35 2.33 3.68 33.10 2.20 4.07
% 55.86 12.51 18.72 44.24 14.78 18.91

Measuring duration tmeas min 75 735 1524 2406 20 609 1442 2664
Measurement ratio rmeas - 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.62 0.66 0.65

Ev
en

t
di

st
ri

bu
ti

on

Normals - 1 147 217 212 941 238 003 702 313 215 513 245 836
Effectives - 543 280 185 396 203 171 404 750 152 392 185 874

Arcing - 966 262 384 848 426 850 576 127 308 187 385 593

Short circuiting - 98 248
159 954 695 1 910 751 25 263

371 942 904 2 222 987

Open circuits - 118 140
952 2 624 900 4 145 300 32 294

109 2 523 194 4 521 045

For all these bar diagrams, the frequency ratio λ was used because it divides those
categories according to percentage fractions and, therefore, mirrors the relative event distri-
bution. In this way, implications are given concerning the process stability in the following
way. A high share of beneficial events is an indicator of increased process stability and,
vice versa, a high share of detrimental events indicates low process stability. Additionally,
Figure 25h,i display the absolute frontal area Ae and the relative flushing cross-section
Af/Ae available for flushing for all tool electrode types. HAAS ET AL. used a classification
that detected events with and without ignition delay time td, as well as open circuits and
also utilized the frequency ratio λ for the evaluation of gap flushing in deep hole drilling
by establishing relationships between the volume flow rate

.
V and the event types or the

MRR and EWR [92].
The most relevant conclusions and relationships to be drawn from Figure 25 are as

follows:

• The R and HR types led to the lowest frequencies and frequency ratios of beneficials
(see figure parts (a), (d) and (f)).

• Open circuits were driven by normals and effectives because of the corresponding charg-
ing cycles of fully or nearly full charged capacitors (see figure part (c)).

• The beneficial frequency ratio λben correlated with the MRR and the surface roughness
Ra (see figure part (a) and Figure 12).

• The arcing frequency ratio λarc drove the EWR, in addition to the high energetic normal
discharges (see figure part (e) and Figure 12).

• The normal frequency ratio λnorm correlated with the use of internal flushing and the
flushing cross-section ratio Af/Ae (see figure parts (d) and (i)).

• The short-circuit frequency ratio λshort was slightly favored as a consequence of tur-
bulences or radial velocity components |crad|, which were both primarily induced
by multi-channel tool electrodes (1C → H1C, 4C → H4C) (see figure part (g) and
Table 9). Furthermore, the streamlines for the H1C and H4C types in Figure 18b
suggest continuous spillover of some fluid along the whole grooves edge as another
reason for the systematic triggering of short circuits.

• The probability of detrimental events correlated with greater frontal areas Ae or smaller
flushing cross-sections Af (see figure parts (b), (h) and (i)).
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Figure 25. Signal analysis results for all six types of tool electrodes. Contributions of (a) beneficial
discharge events λben; (b) detrimental discharge events λmal; (c) open-circuit events λopen; (d) normal
events λnorm; (e) arcing events λarc; (f) effective events λeff; (g) short-circuiting events λshort. Tool
electrode frontal areas: (h) frontal area Ae; (i) ratio of flushing cross-sections to frontal areas Af/Ae.
For process parameters, see Table 1. Table S8 contains all original data.

Figure 26 allowed for similar conclusions to be drawn, but highlights the evolution of
the discharge distribution over the entire last machining depth dm = 3 mm of the boreholes.
For this purpose, the relative event distributions in Figure 26a, as well as the amounts of
the discharge energies We classified per data file and summed up according to the event
types in Figure 26b are shown. The open-circuit fractions were not considered here, and
thus, the 100% in Figure 26a refers to the total amount of all actually occurring discharge
events. Each symbol in the scatter plots represents the integral information of an event
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type out of one data file containing a continuous measuring period of tm = 0.25 s each. It
can be seen that the scattered points for the relative event distributions, as well as for the
discharge energies We, generally homogenized as a result of an external flushing channel
(R→ HR, 1C→ H1C, 4C→ H4C). The scatter of the points thus decreased verifiably. Also,
the slight increase of the mean short-circuit fractions when comparing 1C and H1C or 4C
and H4C, as well as the increase in the mean energy fractions of the normal events when
comparing R and HR or 1C and H1C, are important to highlight. Looking at the gradients
or slopes of the average percentage event distributions from Figure 26a over the whole
machining depth from dm = 12 mm to dm = 15 mm, it can be found that conventional
internal flushing continued to drive increases in the beneficial events by 0.7 and 0.4 absolute
percentage points on average for the 1C and 4C types, respectively. The additional external
flushing channel when compared with the H1C and H4C types resulted in a reduction in
beneficials by 1.6 percentage points for H1C but an increase by 1.4 percentage points for
H4C (see Figure 27).

However, the initial level must always be taken into account since H1C had 14.5%
normals and 10% effectives after dm = 12 mm, whereas H4C had only 7.5% and 5.4%,
respectively. The HR type very slowly converged to the R type as the machining depth
increased. The initially 2 to 3 times higher percentage shares of beneficials and arcs decreased
by averages of 0.4 and 1 percentage points, respectively, and the 93% initially lower share
of shorts increased twice as fast as for the R type. Despite these converging trends, it
can be assumed that even for further-increasing machining depths, the positive effects
of the HR type remained and the induced positive vertical velocities v as depicted in
Figure 19c amplified the bubble flushing effect that was described in detail by LI ET AL. [65].
Additionally, gas bubbles were most probably sheared off by the rotating groove and,
therefore, reduced in size, as well as partly ejected through the groove. In contrast, following
the findings of LI ET AL., the R-type particles in particular behaved as colloidal particles, and
thus, formed flakes and clusters that tended to accumulate. Also, the bubble-flushing effect
faded for increasing aspect ratios A ≥ 3.3 and, as a consequence, the process conditions
deteriorated and the feed rate was decreased for the R type in particular [65]. The latter
could also be seen for similar aspect ratios in [12] (p. 2).

Starting at the same level, short-circuit events steadily decreased by 1.7 percentage
points for the 1C type but grew by 5.6 percentage points for the H1C type. The percentage
of shorts of the H4C type was expected to fall below that of the 4C electrode at a machining
depth of dm = 16 mm if the trend remained unchanged.

Section summary:

• Signal analyses of the gap voltage and current within the machining depth 12 mm ≤
dm ≤ 15 mm capturing 65% of all events allowed for a detailed event classification
based on the edge detection and thresholds.

• Using performance-enhancing algorithms and techniques, the classification runtime
could be reduced from 200 times the machining time down to 0.1 times the machining
time of the actual drilling process, allowing for real-time signal analyses in principle.

• The R and HR types exhibited frequent early discharges as a result of accumulated
particles that were bridging the working gap due to poor flushing conditions.

• Among other things, it was shown that the arcing frequency ratio defined the EWR,
and the beneficial frequency ratio correlated with the MRR and the surface roughness.

• The short-circuit frequency ratio was favored as a consequence of turbulences or
radial velocity components, like when using 4C or H4C tool electrodes or adding the
additional external flushing channel.

• The probability of detrimental events correlated with greater frontal areas or smaller
flushing cross-sections.

• The abstinence of active flushing led to numerous long sequences of open-circuit events
as a result of frequent retraction movements of the feed axis.
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• The frequencies of feed axis retractions as a result of arcing or short circuiting were
calculated directly from the data of the signal analysis, revealing excellent agreement
with the corresponding machining time over all types of tool electrodes.

• The causalities of an unstable process, and therefore, long machining time or low
MRR with high values of the cumulative discharged energy were explained in light
of the variable percentage shares of the real energy input being available for material
removal, as well as the fact that the removal effects of distinguished discharge event
types were influenced by the flow field’s gradients.J. Manuf. Mater. Process. 2023, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 47 of 54 
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5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this study, the influence of flushing conditions during ED drilling using tool elec-
trodes with different internal and external geometries, as well as their interactions, were
investigated. For this purpose, the processing results of ED drilling with tool electrode
geometries based on the standard tool rod (R), single-channel (1C) and multi-channel
(4C) electrodes, each without and with a helical external flushing channel (prefix H), were
presented, as well as corresponding numerical results of the single-phase fluid flow field
based on the measured geometry contours. Steady-state solutions were complemented with
sophisticated transient numerical calculations. Hence, in contrast with the literature, not
only passive flushing but also the impact of superimposed active flushing was considered.
A special focus was given to detailed explanations of the numerical modeling approaches
to ensure comprehensibility and reproducibility. Further explanatory approaches were
given by results of the signal analyses, with substantially reduced runtimes by using vector
calculations in combination with multithreading and multiprocessing techniques, as well
as related elaborate discussions. These experimental and numerical methods and models
summed up to an overall suitable approach to maintain the process stability at high aspect
ratios due to improved flushing conditions on the basis of in-depth knowledge about the
complex processes inside the working gap.

Concerning the research question, it was concluded that causal relationships existed
between the variables analyzed, namely, the improvements in process target parameters,
the additional spaces in the form of external flushing channels and the additional active
flushing applied. The main findings of this study were as follows:

• The additional external flushing channel geometry applied favored improvements
in terms of the MRR and surface roughness, but deteriorations in the EWR and the
conicity for the R and 1C types while exhibiting opposite behavior for the 4C types.

• The MRR increased by 112% when adding an external flushing channel to the R type
and by 28% when adding it to the 1C type, but decreased by 8% in the case of the 4C
type.
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• The experimental results, especially when compared with the literature, underline the
fact that generalized findings on internal flushing channels are difficult to deduce and
are very case and geometry dependent. Consequentially, the same applies to external
flushing channels and interdependencies with any kind of internal flushing.

• Single-phase simulations were sufficient for basic insights into the already complex
flow field inside the working gap.

• Steady-state simulations were also sufficient for most basic analyses, like parameter
studies on fluid mechanic parameters. Nevertheless, transient calculations were
indispensable for the examination of transient effects, like multi-phase flow and phase
interactions. However, transient calculations came with a vastly increased numerical
cost, especially when performing parameter studies or two-way coupled two- or even
three-phase calculations.

• However, the possibilities to explain any detail of the experimental results were, of
course, limited. The major reasons for this were not only the imperfections of real
experiments, like pressure fluctuations, spindle run-out errors, and the resulting
low-pressure regions or tool electrode vibrations, but also the well-known limits and
idealizations of numerical models, namely, perfect symmetry and constant boundary
conditions, missing multi-phase considerations or the always limited validity of the
models applied at any level, e.g., RANS approaches.

• It was not possible to draw direct, let alone linear, connections from the discharge
energies to the process target parameters, such as the MRR, EWR, surface roughness
or hole conicity. However, the classification and quantification of the discharge event
types allowed for conclusions regarding their frequencies, and thus, the process
stability.

• Amongst others, it was verified that the arcing frequency ratio drove the EWR and the
beneficial frequency ratio correlated with the MRR and the surface roughness.

• External flushing channels verifiably led to convergence and reduced scattering of the
relative event distributions

The experimental results reveal the possibility of major improvements with regard to
the process target parameters by applying external flushing channels, even without pressure
flushing, e.g., for the purpose of avoiding blind hole pins. The numerical evaluation of the
flushing conditions indicated an inadequate operating point concerning the combination
of flushing pressure and rotational speed. The idea of ejecting the gas bubbles and debris
particles mainly through the groove alone most likely is not very promising. Nevertheless,
the approach of optimizing the fluid mechanical parameters in a way to generate low
pressure within the groove was found to be attainable.

In order to actually assume constant flushing pressure, and thus, flushing conditions,
it was necessary to reduce the pressure fluctuations of the high-pressure piston pump
from minus 20% and plus 10% in the present case to values below 5% and eliminate the
run-out error of the spindle that enabled rotation. Steady-state single-phase simulations
are to be used to find optimal combinations of the fluid mechanic parameters, with the
objective of increasing the probability of gas bubbles and debris pulled into the grooves
while being evacuated upward. Supplementary experiments with varying fluid mechanic
parameters will allow for a confirmation of that optimal combination, as well as insights
into their influences on the process target parameters. In addition, for a further increased
understanding of the processes in the working gap, transient multi-phase simulations are
necessary, including experimental validation of the numerical results using, e.g., pressure
measurements and fluid flow visualizations. The developed sophisticated single-phase
CFD model laid the basis for these future transient multi-phase investigations, considering
the interactions of gas bubbles, debris particles and the dielectric liquid phase in the
vicinity of an external flushing channel. Animations that extend the content of this work by
visualizing the gas evacuation capabilities of the H1C type can be found in Supplementary
Video S2. The provided possibility to perform real-time signal analyses using enhanced
algorithms now calls for data acquisition in streaming mode to ensure a measurement ratio
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of 100% rather than measuring single files in block mode. Finally, additional experiments
using an approach to distinguish between discharges occurring in the frontal or lateral
working gap would further increase the value of the signal analyses.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded from the
DepositOnce Repository of the Technische Universität Berlin, available online via the respective
DOI: https://depositonce.tu-berlin.de (accessed on 30 November 2023). Table S1: Supplementary
table to Figure 4 containing the original images and contour polygons (DOI: https://doi.org/10
.14279/depositonce-19003), Table S2: Supplementary table to Figure 12 containing the original
experimental data (DOI: https://doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-19006), Table S3: Supplementary
table to Figure 16 with the original comparison data of the modeling approaches (DOI: https://doi.
org/10.14279/depositonce-19007), Table S4: Supplementary table to Figure 19 containing the original
data of the quantitative evaluations of the single-phase fluid flow for all tool electrode types (DOI:
https://doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-19017), Table S5: Supplementary table to Figure 20 containing
the original velocity profiles data from inside the lateral working gaps (DOI: https://doi.org/10.1
4279/depositonce-19018), Table S6: Supplementary table to Figure 21 containing the original data
of the influences of the fluid mechanical parameters flushing pressure and rotational speed (DOI:
https://doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-19019), Table S7: Supplementary table to Figure 23 containing
the original data of the discharge energies We contributed by the respective event types (DOI:
https://doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-19008), Table S8: Supplementary table to Figure 25 containing
the original data of the signal analysis results for all six types of tool electrodes (DOI: https://doi.org/
10.14279/depositonce-19009) and Video S1: Supplementary animation to Figure 18c visualizing the
transient fluid transport for the HR type (DOI: https://doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-19118). The
animations of transient two-phase CFD results contained in Video S2: Supplementary animation to
Figure 21 with transient two-phase CFD results (DOI: https://doi.org/10.14279/depositonce-19124)
go beyond the main content of this work by visualizing the gas evacuation capabilities for three cases
in Figure 21 showing the example of the H1C type of tool electrode.
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